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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Cloud computing is a state-of-art computing paradigm, where a large pool of resources are connected in 

private or public networks, to provide dynamically scalable infrastructure for application, data and file storage. 

 

With the advent of this technology, computational cost, application hosting, content storage and delivery is 

abated by a huge proportion. Cloud computing has the potential to transform a data center from a capital-

intensive set up to a variable priced environment. The main motivation behind cloud computing is “reusability 

of IT capabilities”. The difference that cloud computing brings compared to traditional concepts of “grid 

computing”, “distributed computing”, “utility computing”, or “autonomic computing” is to broaden horizons 

across organizational boundaries. 

 

The following definition of cloud computing has been developed by the U.S. National Institute of Standards 

and Technology (NIST):[7] 

 

Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of 

configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be 

rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud 

model promotes availability and is composed of five essential characteristics, three service models, and four 

deployment models. 

 

Cloud computing is the delivery of computing services over the Internet. Cloud services allow individuals and 

businesses to use software and hardware that are managed by third parties at remote locations. Examples of 

cloud services include online file storage, social networking sites, webmail, and online business applications. 

The cloud computing model allows access to information and computer resources from anywhere that a 

network connection is available. Cloud computing provides a shared pool of resources, including data storage 

space, networks, computer processing power, and specialized corporate and user applications. 

 

Cloud can be supported by a cloud provider that sets up a platform that includes the OS, Apache, a MySQL 

database, Perl, Python, and PHP with the ability to scale automatically adjusting to changing workloads. Cloud 

computing is the ability to use applications on the Internet that store and protect data while providing a service 
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— anything including email, sales force automation and tax preparation.  

 

It can be using a storage cloud to hold application, business, and personal data. And it can be the ability to use 

a handful of Web services to integrate photos, maps, and GPS information to create a mashup in customer Web 

browsers. Mainly cloud computing increases the velocity of deployment of application in the world of 

Information Technology. Cloud computing uses information technology as a service over the network. We 

define it as services that are encapsulated, have an API, and are available over the network. The infrastructure 

in a cloud computing is reprogrammable, that is changeable according to the needs of the customer. 

 

Previously the developers needed to write the programs based on the environment provided to him. But with 

the advent of cloud computing a developer can manipulate the environment in which they are deploying their 

application or running their programs, with this advantage a developer can easily integrate their programs. 

 

Hadoop, an open-source MapReduce implementation, can be used in a wide range of contexts in which a 

problem and its data can be refactored so that many parts of it can execute in parallel. When The New York 

Times wished to convert 11 million articles and images in its archive to PDF format, their internal IT 

organization said that it would take seven weeks. In the meantime, one developer using 100 Amazon EC2 

simple Web service interface instances running hadoop completed the job in 24 hours for less than 

$300.Developers can create Hadoop platform by layering hadoop on an instance of open source operating 

system such as OpenSolaris  

1.1 SERVICE CLASSIFICATION 
 
The cloud computing provides a large number of services, but three of the main services which are provided by 

the cloud service provider is  

1. Software-as-a-Service, 

2. Platform-as-a-Service, 

3. Infrastructure-as-a-Service 
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Figure 1 Cloud Computing provides anything from hardware resources to software API. 

In the above figure we can see that on the top of the stack there are API’s such as Google maps API, Flickr 

API etc., so we can see that a cloud provides an API as part of the services. Just below it there is the 

application which is provided as a part of the service. It can provide application servers such a Glassfish and 

web servers such a Tomcat as a service, these are referred to as a middleware in the above figure. It can also 

provide operating system, or the core hardware resources such a memory, processing power as a service. 

Cloud Computing abolished the need for having a dedicated resources, it helps in end to end outsourcing from 

hardware to software, you name them, it gets it. 

The three core service models are described below:- 

1.1.1 SOFTWARE-AS-A-SERVICE: 

 

With the advent of internet and smartphones the number of users of a application and enterprise 

software increased. To make the software affable, cloud plays a role that is more than that of an 

ancillary. It gives a complete application as a service. A single instance of a software runs on a cloud 

and it serves multiple end users and customer organizations. 

An example of SaaS is salesforce.com, though many other examples have come to market, including 

the Google Apps offering of basic business services including email and word processing. 

1.1.2 PLATFORM-AS-A-SERVICE:- 
 

Platform as a service encapsulates a layer of software and provides it as a service that can be used to 

build higher-level services. There are at least two perspectives on PaaS depending on the perspective 

of the producer or consumer of the services:  
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1. Someone producing PaaS might produce a platform by integrating an OS, middleware, application 

software, and even a development environment that is then provided to a customer as a service. 

 For example, someone developing a PaaS offering might base it on a set of SuNxVM hypervisor 

virtual machines that include a NetBean integrated development environment, a Sun GlassFish 

Web stack and support for additional programming languages such as Perl or Ruby.  

 

2. Someone using PaaS would see an encapsulated service that is presented to them through an API. 

The customer interacts with the platform through the API, and the platform does what is necessary 

to manage and scale itself to provide a given level of service. Virtual appliances can be classified 

as instances of PaaS. A content switch appliance, for example, would have all of its component 

software hidden from the customer, and only an API or GUI for configuring and deploying the 

service provided to them. PaaS offerings can provide for every phase of software development and 

testing, or they can be specialized around a particular area such as content management. 

Commercial examples of PaaS include the Google Apps Engine 

1.1.3 INFRASTRUCTURE-AS-A-SERVICE:- 
 

Infrastructure as a service delivers basic storage and compute capabilities as standardized services over 

the network. Servers, storage systems, switches, routers, and other systems are pooled and made 

available to handle workloads that range from application components to high-performance computing 

applications. A third party provider hosts the infrastructure and makes them available to their 

customers. The providers are responsible for maintenance, backup and other cloud operations such as 

migration, synchronization and etc. The resources provided by an IaaS are highly scalable. System 

level security related issues are also taken care of by the providers. 

Some of the prominent IaaS providers are Amazon and VMware through multiple number of their 

products such as Amazon EC2, which is provided by Amazon and VMware ESXi which is provided 

by VMware. 

IAAS is suited for places where there is an in the experiments or change unexpectedly. It does 

dynamic scaling, desktop virtualization and policy based servicing. Customers pay according to their 

respective usage depending on whether the tariff is charged on a daily basis, monthly basis or annual 

basis. This reduces the capital expense of customers, because now rather than buying the entire 

hardware, customer can use the hardware provided and compatibly scale it up if required without any 

issue 
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However the problem here is, if the IaaS providers are down the customers may be affected even 

though techniques such as migration help out a lot. Also, since the IaaS service providers have access 

to the infrastructure, the customers may have limited access to the hardware resources. In majority of 

the cases the customers are not given administrative rights.   

Infrastructure as a Service sits at the base of all the services provided. An example goes like this, 

suppose there is a software company which wants to make a software and deploy it, It can cost 

effectively do that by creating the software and deploying it on the infrastructure provided by the 

Infrastructure as a Service provider, then testing it, and after all these operations are completed, it can 

remove the software from the infrastructure and freeing the infrastructure. 

The below is an image describing all the service models and specifically showing which part is 

provided to the customers and which part is not. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2 showing the various resources managed by cloud in the three service models 

 [http://blog.toddysm.com/2013/01/cloud-computing-service-models.html] 
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Table 1 Cloud service models comparison  

Cloud Service 
Model 

Level of 
Control 

Functionality available to 
consumer 

Consumer Activities Provider Activities 

Software-as-a-
Service 

Usage related 
access 

Front end user Interface uses and configures cloud 
service 

implements, manages, and 
maintains cloud service 
monitors usage by cloud 
consumers 

Platform-as-a-
Service 

Limited 
administrative  

Moderate level of 
administrative control over IT 
resources relevant to cloud 
consumer's usage of platform 

develops, tests, deploys, 
and manages cloud services 
and cloud-based solutions 

pre-configures platform and 
provisions underlying 
infrastructure, middleware, and 
other needed IT resources, as 
necessary  
monitors usage by cloud 
consumers 

Infrastructure-
as-a-Service 

Full 
administrative 

Full access to virtualized 
infrastructure-related IT 
resources and, possibly, to 
underlying physical IT 
resources 

sets up and configures bare 
infrastructure, installs, 
manages, and monitors any 
needed software 

provisions and manages the 
physical processing, storage, 
networking, and hosting 
required  
monitors usage by cloud 
consumers 

 

1.2 CLOUD DEPLOYMENT MODELS 
 

There are four types of cloud depending on the type of deployment. 

The following are the four types:- 

1. PRIVATE CLOUD 

2. PRIVATE CLOUD 

3. HYBRID CLOUD 

4. COMMUNITY CLOUD 

We will be describing each of them shortly but before that an image shows how each of them are 

related  

1.2.1 PUBLIC CLOUD 
 

A PUBLIC CLOUD is a cloud model which is deployed in such a way that it is accessible publicly, but the 

environment is owned by a third-party cloud provider. Usually the IT resources provisioned on public clouds 

via the previously described cloud delivery models. 

The IT resources are generally offered to consumers at a price. 

The price paid by the consumers is far less than the cost they might have incurred if they build their own setup 
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The cloud provider is responsible for the creation and on-going maintenance of the public cloud and its IT 

resources.  

1.2.2 PRIVATE CLOUD 

 

Owned by a single organization, Private clouds allow an organization to use cloud computing technology for 

accessing the IT resources by different parts, locations, or departments of the organization. When a private 

cloud exists as a controlled environment, the problems described in the Risks and Challenges section do not 

tend to apply. 

The use of a private cloud can change how organizational and trust boundaries are defined and applied. The 

actual administration of a private cloud environment may be carried out by internal or outsourced staff. 

 

A private cloud is hosted in the data center of a company and provides its services only to users inside that 

company or its partners. A private cloud provides more security than public clouds, and cost saving in case it 

utilizes otherwise unused capacities in an already existing data center. 

 

The only big advantage that private cloud has over public cloud is that of data security and privacy. 

The major drawback of private cloud is its higher cost. When comparisons are made with public cloud; the cost 

of purchasing equipment, software and staffing often results in higher costs to an organization having their 

own private cloud. 

1.2.3 HYBRID CLOUD 

 

Hybrid clouds are more complex than the other deployment models, since they involve a composition of two 

or more clouds (private, community, or public). Each member remains a unique entity, but is bound to others 

through standardized or proprietary technology that enables application and data portability among them. 

 

A hybrid cloud is a composition of at least one private cloud and at least one public cloud. A hybrid cloud is 

typically offered in one of two ways: a vendor has a private cloud and forms a partnership with a public cloud 

provider, or a public cloud provider forms a partnership with a vendor that provides private cloud platforms 

Hybrid cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more clouds that are unique entities, but at the same 

time are bound together by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data and application portability. 

In hybrid cloud, an organization provides and manages some resources in house and some out-house. 
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1.2.4 COMMUNITY CLOUD 

 

A community cloud falls between public and private clouds with respect to the target set of consumers. It is 

somewhat similar to a private cloud, but the infrastructure and computational resources are exclusive to two or 

more organizations that have common privacy, security, and regulatory considerations, rather than a single 

organization. The community cloud aspires to combine distributed resource provision from grid computing, 

distributed control from digital ecosystems and sustainability from green computing, with the use cases of 

cloud computing, while making greater use of self-management advances from autonomic computing.  

 It replaces vendor clouds by shaping the underutilized resources of user machines to form a community cloud, 

with nodes potentially fulfilling all roles, consumer, producer, and most importantly coordinator. 

1.3 DISASTER RECOVERY IN CLOUD 

 

Disaster Recovery lets administrators of small sites to protect their virtual workloads from a wide class of 

disasters by replicating those workloads into the cloud. This cloud is provided by an external organization. The 

entire infrastructure of the cloud including storage, computational resources and network. The external 

organization will charge a fee for provisioning of the resources. Some of the popular Cloud IaaS providers are 

now providing Disaster recovery options. It is termed as Recovery-as-a-Service. 

 

One such IaaS giant VMware does it through their product VCloud Air Disaster Recovery. VCloud Air 

Disaster Recovery uses the host-based replication feature to copy the protected source virtual machines into the 

infrastructure of the cloud provider. The virtual machines are replicated to the Data centers provided by the 

cloud organization. The virtual machine files such as .vmx .vmfs and etc are transported through a virtual 

private network to the cloud organization and over there these files are used to replicate the virtual machine. If 

a disaster occurs, Disaster Recovery servers can convert the replicated data into vApps and virtual machines in 

the cloud. 

 

There are two sites one is source site and other is the target site. 

 SOURCE SITE:-The source side provides business-critical data center services. The source site can 

be any site where cloud manager such as in case of VMware Center Server supports a critical business 

need. The source site may or may not be vulnerable to external damages or internal damages that is it 

may be or may not be prone to disasters. 

 TARGET SITE:-The target site is an alternative facility to which you can migrate these services. The 

target site can be in another location, or in the same facility to establish redundancy. The target site is 
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usually located in a facility that is unlikely to be affected by environmental, infrastructure, or other 

disturbances that might affect the source site. 

 

For efficiently performing the process of disaster recovery there are some necessary conditions which need to 

be fulfilled. 

The following are the requirements for environments at each site:  

 Each site must have at least one data center.  

 The target site must have hardware, network, and storage resources that can support the same virtual 

machines and workloads as the source site.  

 The sites must be connected by a reliable IP network.  

 The target site must have access to networks (public and private) comparable to those on the source 

site, although not necessarily the same range of network addresses. 

 

1.4CLOUD OPERATIONS 
 

The virtual machines in the cloud are involved in a lot of operations. These operations are mainly concerned 

with the functioning of the virtual machines and involve only virtual machine. The cloud operations are 

 

1. CLONING 

2. CLUSTERING 

3. CONFIGURE REPLICATION 

4. PLANNED FAILOVER 

5. TEST FAILOVER 

6. SYNC 

7. REVERSE REPLICATION 

8. TEST CLEANUP 

 

1.4.1 CLONING  

Cloning is a process by which a replica or a copy of an existing virtual machine is created. The virtual 

machine which is cloned is called the parent virtual machine and the virtual machine which is there after 

cloning is done called the child virtual machine. The clone is a separate virtual machine. Clones are useful 

when you must deploy many identical virtual machines to a group.  

There are two types of clones:- 
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a. Full Clones: A full clone is an independent virtual machine, with no need to access the parent. Full 

clones do not require an ongoing connection to the parent virtual machine. Because a full clone does 

not share virtual disks with the parent virtual machine, full clones generally perform better than linked 

clones. However, full clones take longer to create than linked clones. Creating a full clone can take 

several minutes if the files involved are large. 

b. Linked Clones: A linked clone is made from a snapshot of the parent. All files available on the parent 

at the moment of the snapshot continue to remain available to the linked clone. Ongoing changes to the 

virtual disk of the parent do not affect the linked clone, and changes to the disk of the linked clone do 

not affect the parent. A linked clone must have access to the parent. Without access to the parent, a 

linked clone is disabled. Linked clones are created swiftly, so you can easily create a unique virtual 

machine for each task you have. You can also easily share a virtual machine with other users by 

storing the virtual machine on your local network, where other users can quickly make a linked clone. 

This facilitates collaboration: for example, a support team can reproduce a bug in a virtual machine, 

and an engineer can quickly make a linked clone of that virtual machine to work on the bug. 

 

1.4.2 CLUSTERING  

Clustering, a new concept in virtual infrastructure management, gives the power of multiple hosts with the 

simplicity of managing a single entity. New cluster support in cloud infrastructure reduces the 

management complexity by combining standalone hosts into a single cluster with pooled resources and 

inherently higher availability. Clusters helps to aggregate the hardware resources of individual Server hosts 

but manage the resources as if they resided on a single host. Henceforth a virtual machine, can be given 

resources from anywhere in the cluster, rather than only confining it to a specific ESX Server host. Two 

important phenomenon which provide help with the management of clusters are High Availability, and 

Dynamic Resource Scheduling. High Availability allows virtual machines running on specific hosts to be 

restarted automatically using other host resources in the cluster in the case of host machine failures. 

Dynamic Resource Scheduling provides automatic initial virtual machine placement and makes automatic 

resource relocation and optimization decisions as hosts are added or removed from the cluster or the load 

on individual virtual machines goes up or down. Dynamic Resource Scheduling also makes cluster wide 

resource pools possible. 

 

1.4.3 CONFIGURE REPLICATION  

The configure replication is the very first phase of the cloud operations which are involved in Disaster 

Recovery. It is not only the first operation but also one of the compulsory operations, because for every 

other operation configure replication is needed. Configure Replication can protect individual virtual 
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machines and their virtual disks by replicating them to another location. In configure replication, a 

recovery point objective (RPO) is set to determine the period of time between replications. For example, 

an RPO of 1 hour seeks to ensure that a virtual machine loses no more than 1 hour of data during the 

recovery. For smaller RPOs, less data is lost in a recovery, but more network bandwidth is consumed 

keeping the replica. Configure Replication guarantees crash consistency amongst all the disks that belong 

to a virtual machine.  

 

1.4.4 PLANNED FAILOVER  

Planned failover is a planned migration for replications to cloud. Planned migrations allow you to move 

your workloads from local site to cloud organization. When a planned migration operation runs, the 

replication source virtual machine is powered off. The placeholder virtual machine that is created in the 

cloud during replication is configured to run as a fully functional virtual machine. When the recovered 

virtual machine is powered on in the target cloud site, the replication task on the source is no longer active. 

 

1.4.5 TEST FAILOVER  

Test failover allows to verify that source data is replicated correctly on the target site. While initiating a 

replication task to cloud, Disaster Recovery to Cloud creates a placeholder virtual machine on the target 

virtual data center. If the replication uses a seed, that seed is the placeholder virtual machine. The 

placeholder virtual machine is not visible on the network and is not accessible until you recover it or run a 

test recovery. 

 

1.4.6 SYNC  

Sync is an abbreviated version of synchronization. Sync operation runs from time to time automatically 

and keep the two copies of the virtual machines, one on the source side and other on the target side. It 

synchronizes the virtual machines on two both the organization cloud and local cloud. It also keeps the 

time synchronized between the source site and target site with respect to the NTP servers.  

 

1.4.7 REVERSE REPLICATION  

Reverse Replication is in some way opposite of Configure Replication. Though not exactly the same and 

cannot be replaced for configure replication. Configure replication creates virtual machine replicas on the 

organization cloud. What happens after a disaster is critical and messy. The local cloud virtual machines 

no longer exist. The virtual machines in the local cloud is either destroyed, erased or damaged such that 

they cannot be used, or might be some essential information in the virtual machines are damaged. In such a 

situation we can assume that the local copies of the virtual machines can’t be used. But the copies on the 

cloud organization is not damaged, so in that case the images from the cloud organization is taken back 
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and replicated to the local datacenter. This process of replicating the virtual machines from organization 

datacenter to local datacenter is called Reverse Replication. 

 

1.4.8 TEST CLEANUP  

After the replication works are completed it is required to clean the datacenters off the replicated virtual 

machines. That is when two copies of a virtual machine is not required, usually the virtual machine on the 

cloud organization is cleaned. It is usually because the organization cloud provides the cloud infrastructure 

at a price and to cut the price the usually the organization cloud is cleaned up. This process of cleaning up 

the organizational cloud infrastructure from the already replicated virtual machines in termed as Test 

Cleanup. Test Cleanup is an important operation in the entire cloud computing. The process not only 

removes the virtual machines but also frees up the variables, static or non-static variables, reset all the 

pointers, de-allocates the memory and stored. It takes care of the end to end cleanup process. 

 

1.5 ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINING THESIS 
 

In the remaining portion of the thesis we will be discussing about what we will be doing, what are the previous 

works which are done in this domain or in related domain, we will focus on the implementation details, 

problems faced and what more works that can be done. In the next chapter we will be dealing with the related 

works which are previously done. The works which we will be doing here, has a huge dependency on the log 

files of the cloud. So we will be exploring through some of the related works which were previously done with 

the log files. After that we will be discussing about the project and the implementation details. The project 

mainly focuses on the development of a tool which helps to easily analyze the log files. We will be discussing 

finer details of about it in those chapters. Also we will focus on some of the advantages and disadvantages 

about the same. After this we will be having a conclusion in which we will sum up the entire thing, purpose 

and future works which can be done.  
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CHAPTER 2 

RELATED WORKS 
 

2.1 LOG ANALYSIS 

 

We did survey on some of the cloud forensics model that have been implemented in the Cloud environment. 

In the paper Cloud Application Logging for Forensics by Rafael Marty their paper discusses a logging 

framework and guidelines that provide a proactive approach to logging to ensure that the data needed for 

forensic investigations is generated and collected. The standardized framework eliminates the need for logging 

stakeholders to reinvent their own standards. The part of the SaaS infrastructure is setup up on top of Amazon 

AWS cloud, this infrastructure is a three tier infrastructure. The applications that were used include Django, 

JavaScript, Java Backend, My SQL and Apache. It also mentions usage of an operating system for system status 

and operation failure related works. It then starts with description of the products and explains various ways by 

which the product integrates and the pitfalls of each of the product. 

 

It first talks about Django, Django developers are expected to use the standard python logging libraries. No 

additional support for logging is built into Django. Because of minimal logging support implementation of a 

separate logging solution for Django and instrumentation of Django, or more precisely, the Django 

authentication methods to write log entries was necessary. It wrote small logging library that can be included in 

any code. Once included, it exports logging calls for each severity level, such as debug (), error (), info (), warn 

(), and feature () the first five calls all work similar; they require a set of key-value pairs. 

For example 

Error ({’object’customer’,’action’:’delete’, ’reason’: ‘does not exists’,’id’:’22’}) The corresponding log entry 

looks as follows: 2010 Jan 28 13:03:47 127.0.0.1 severity=ERROR, user=pixlcloud_zrlram,object=customer, 

action=delete, status=failure, reason=does not exist,id=22, request_id=dxlsEwqgOxAAABrrhZgAAAAB.[3] 

 

The extra key-values in the log record are automatically added to the log entries by our logging library without 

burdening the developer to explicitly include them. The unique id is extracted from the HTTP request object. 

This unique ID for each user request is used on each application tier to allow correction of messages. The user 

can also be extracted through the request object. The severity is included automatically based on the logging 

command. These different levels of logging calls (i.e., severities) are used to filter messages, and also to log 

debug messages only in development. In production, there is a configuration setting that turns debug logging.  
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It logs the following category fields: an object, an action, a status, and if possible a reason. This allows to do 

very powerful queries on the logs, like looking for specific objects or finding all failed calls. In addition to the 

regular logging calls, it implements separate call to log feature usage. This goes back to the use-cases where the 

interested in how much each of the features in the product is used.     

              

Secondly, it talks about the grim logging techniques in JavaScript, because the logs end up in the client side that 

is why it is very challenging to collect it and correlate with other logs. Because of this problem, they have built 

a little logging library that can be encompassed in the HTML code. It called the library results in an Ajax call to 

an end point on the server that will log the message which is handed as a payload to the call. In order to not 

spawn too many HTTP requests, the library can be used in batch mode to bundle multiple log records into a 

single call. 

Thirdly, it speaks about Apache, apache logging system is based on Apache’s Defaults. It mentions of 

manipulating the server to get timestamp, originating server, session ID, URL accessed, HTTP return code etc. 

 

76.191.189.15 - - [29/Jan/2010:11:15:54 -0800] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3874 "http://pixlcloud.service.ch/" 

"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; U; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_2; en-us) AppleWebKit/531.21.8 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Version/4.0.4 Safari/531.21.10" duvpqQqgOxAAABruAPYAAAAE[2] 

 

They are configuring the log format to hold more information. These information are necessary for the analysis 

of log files. So this early configuration in the log files later actually helps in the long run. 

 

Fourthly, the MySQL setup is using Amazon’s Relational Database Service. The problem with this approach is 

that it does not get any MySQL logs. It talks about configuring MySQL to send logs to a separate database table 

and then exporting the information from there. We haven’t done so yet. One of the challenges with setting up 

MySQL logging will be to include the common session ID in the log messages to enable correlation of the 

database logs with application logs and Web requests. 

 

Then it says that since the infrastructure is heavily relied on handling request and processing backend data. 

Collected is used to monitor each computer or machine and to monitor individual metric. Each machine is 

monitored for data, but the collection of the data is centralized with the help of alerts and scripts codes. Some 

other log files in the operating systems are also collected for monitoring. It plans to identify misconfigurations 

and potential attacks by logging failed requests. It talks about mining the logs and then alert the users of their 

misconfigurations. To assess the attacks, it not only just logs blocked connections, but also selected passed 

ones. For example, it talks about how it monitors servers for strange outbound requests that haven’t been seen 
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before and correlated those with observed blocked connections to get an idea about the origin of these new 

outbound connections. Then use the combined information to determine whether the connections are benign or 

should be of concern. 

There are some topics which are left in this paper, such as security visualization, forensic timeline analysis, log 

review, log correlation, and policy monitoring. The paper is useful for application developers it clearly draws a 

commensurate between application development, log file, cloud computing. Our work is diligently related with 

that of this paper, it clearly specifies the problems of log collection and how to resolve those snags. 

 

2.2 DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGE 
 

The thesis also refers to another paper which deals with the knowledge of domain specific languages, domain 

specific languages play a vital role because it will be the basis of development of the tool for log forensics. The 

paper is Domain Specific Languages by Duersen A.V. ,Klint P,Visser J. here they are describing about how the 

domain specific language give flexibility and reduces the complexity by taking the advantages of specific 

properties of a particular application domain. [5] It deals with implementation techniques, design methodologies 

and examples used for developing Domain Specific Languages. It says about Generic Solution and Specific 

Solution in which a generic solution is a solution which is sub-optimal and does not give a proper solution. It 

states that a more specific solution gives the optimal solution. The domain specific languages solve this 

problem. It states that at first all the languages are developed to deal with the problems which are specific in 

nature but slowly and gradually, people started developing more generic languages like C++ , Java. Domain 

specific language is a developed to solve a specific problem and provide specific solution. Domain specific 

language is a paradigm by which a new language is prepared specific to the application in which it is used. It 

states that language such as FORTRAN,COBOL[3] are not small, they are vast and powerful, as a result they 

cannot be regarded as domain specific languages. The key characteristic of Domain Specific Language is their 

focused expressive power. The paper describes how different languages can be used as a sublanguage in a 

Domain Specific Language. Languages such as COBOL and FORTRAN can be visualized as languages that are 

tailored for scientific purposes and business. The General purpose language used as sub-language of Domain 

specific language can extend the functionality of the domain specific language by incorporating more 

expressive power into it. Domain specific languages are usually declarative they can be used as a programming 

language. It then describes about the risk and opportunities of the Domain Specific Languages. [4] The given 

below are the risks and the opportunities of Domain Specific Languages that are pointed out in the thesis. 

The benefits of Domain Specific Languages include:  

 Domain Specific Languages allow solutions to be expressed in the idiom and at the level of abstraction 

of the problem domain. Consequently, domain experts themselves can understand, validate, modify, 
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and often even develop Domain Specific Language programs. [1] 

 Domain Specific Language programs are concise, self-documenting to a large extent, and can be reused 

for different purposes .  

 Domain Specific Languages enhance productivity, reliability, maintainability, and portability. 

 Domain Specific Languages embody domain knowledge, and thus enable the conservation and reuse of 

this knowledge.  

 Domain Specific Languages allow validation and optimization at the domain level. 

 

The disadvantages of the use of a Domain Specific Language are:  

 The costs of designing, implementing and maintaining a Domain Specific Language.  

 The costs of education for Domain Specific Language users. The limited availability of Domain 

Specific Languages. The difficulty of finding the proper scope for a Domain Specific Language. 

 The difficulty of balancing between domain-specificity and general-purpose programming language 

constructs. The potential loss of efficiency when compared with hand-coded software. 

 

It also gives some examples of Domain Specific Language, Domain Specific Languages, and then talks about 

the design methodologies of Domain Specific Language Design. It starts with analysis portion which includes 

identification a problem, gathering all relevant knowledge in the respective domain, clustering the knowledge 

based on semantics, Designing a Domain Specific Language that concisely describes the application in the 

respective domain. It then talks about the implementation, with construction of library that deals with the 

implementation details, such as designing a compiler that translates a Domain Specific Language program to 

corresponding sequence of library call. Then finally they are talking of writing the Domain Specific Language 

programs for desired applications and compiling the Domain Specific Language. The domain analysis is an 

important factor of Domain Specific Language; it is usually done by Domain Analysts. A domain analyst is like 

a system analyst who examines the needs of a system. The domain analyst is like a systems analyst, except that 

the goal is to support the development of families of related systems, not just one-of-a-kind productions. It also 

talks about Domain engineering; it originates from the research in the area of software usage. It clearly specifies 

that a prerequisite to developing a DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES is mature domain knowledge. 

 

Then it talks about the DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES implementation details in which it clearly specifies 

that there are two types of implementation, firstly implementing a interpreter or implementing a compiler. The 

main advantage of building a compiler or interpreter is that the implementation is completely tailored towards 

the DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES and no reductions are necessary regarding notation, primitives and the 

like. Also, at the domain level  error detection, static analysis, and optimizations is done .An important problem 
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is the cost of building a compiler or interpreter from scratch, and the lack of reuse from other DOMAIN 

SPECIFIC LANGUAGES implementations, although some DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES tool sets  are 

particularly designed to overcome such problems. ADOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES can also be 

implemented by extending a given base language. [2]A general-purpose language such as Java can be combined 

with domain-specific constructs. The main advantage of this approach is that all features of the base language 

remain available and need not be re-implemented. It said when such an extension of a language is used to build 

the DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES there are three different ways in which it can be used. 

 Embedded language or domain specific languages 

Prevailing mechanisms such as characterizations for functions or operators with user-defined syntax are 

used to construct a library of domain-specific operations. The syntactic mechanisms of the base 

language are used to express the idiom of the domain. A benefit of this approach is that the compiler or 

interpreter of the base language can be reprocessed for the DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES. The 

main inadequacy of this approach is in the expressiveness of the syntactic mechanisms in the base 

language.  

 Pre Processing or Macro Processing  

In this approach the new constructs are translated to statements in the base language by a preprocessor. 

The main advantage of this approach is simplicity. Its main disadvantage is that static checking and 

optimization are not done at the domain level. As a result, generated code is error prone, and the user is 

provided with feedback on these errors at the level of the base language, only at run-time. 

 Extensible compiler or Interpreter  

This approach is similar to the previous one, but the preprocessing phase is now integrated in the 

compiler. The advantage is that more type checking and better optimization is possible.  

 

The domain specific language is also associated with the term Aspect Oriented Programming in the paper, 

because Domain Specific Languages helps to describe the aspect of a systems behavior that is orthogonal to its 

main functionality. An aspect weaver is then used to generate domain specific code and merge it with the main 

code. 

One more related work is there regarding Domain Specific Languages it is a paper called Comparing General-

Purpose and Domain-Specific Languages: An Empirical Study by Kosar T, Oliviera N,Marnik M, Varanda M J, 

Matej C, Daniela da Cruz and Henriques P R.The paper states that the primary focus of a programming 

language is to make programming more efficient and provide good level of abstraction by hiding the needless 

details and emphasizing on finding the solution without compromising with the expressive power. It states that 

DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES are more expressive with general purpose language this is difficult to 

achieve, since general purpose language does not offer solution specific to the problem. General Purpose 
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Languages are perfectly established in the life cycle [2] of software development. On the other hand integration 

of DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES into the software development life cycle is not so smooth. The paper 

deals with comparing the effectiveness of domain specific languages over general purpose languages. Our work 

is mostly based on Domain Specific Languages so it is required to analyze how domain specific language works 

in respect to general purpose languages. The procedure they followed is empirical results that compare ten 

diverse implementation approaches for DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGESs, conducted on the same 

representative language, and are provided. Among the implementation approaches, the comparison also 

included the XML-based approach. From this study, it can be concluded that XML-based approach has some 

disadvantages . Although, XML usage and its tool support are spreading, this is one of the reasons that XAML, 

as a representative DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES, has been chosen for this study. XAML, the Extensible 

Application Markup Language, is a language for construction of graphical user interfaces in Windows 

Presentation Foundation and Silver light applications of .NET Framework 3.5. C# Forms has been used for the 

comparison since it covers the same domain of graphical user interfaces. After this they are performing 

comparison on XAML and C#. 

The Average programmers success rate for 35 programmers is given in the paper and in 10 out of the 11 

specific questions the Domain Specific Language shows better result than General Purpose Language. 

Then it shows how the Domain Specific Language varies with learn, perceive, evolve quotient of a programmer. 

It is also taken for 35 programmer. In the learning domain the mean for Domain Specific Language is 57.62%, 

Standard Deviation is21.90% and Standard Error Mean is 3.70% whereas the mean for general purpose 

language is 40.95%,the Standard Deviation is 22.99% and Standard error mean is 3.89%. 

In the perceive domain the mean for Domain Specific Language is 64.57%, Standard Deviation is 19.45% and 

Standard Error Mean is 3.29% whereas in General Purpose Language Mean is 50.86%, Standard Deviation is 

18.69%, Standard Deviation of Error is 3.16%.In the evolve domain the mean is 70.95%, Standard deviation is 

20.35%, Standard error mean is 3.44% where as in general purpose language Mean is 33.34%, Standard 

Deviation is 26.20% and Standard Deviation Error is 4.43%. 

 

In the aspects of closeness of mapping, viscosity, hidden dependencies, hard mental operations, imposed guess 

ahead, secondary notations, visibility, consistency, diffuseness, error-proneness, role expressiveness, 

Abstraction gradient Domain Specific Languages scores more than General Purpose Language. 

Domain Specific Languages use existing domain notation, which should be at an appropriate level of verbosity, 

so it is expected that they exhibit low diffuseness. On the other hand, it was shown in that plenty of low-level 

primitives, which are often purely syntactical, are one of the biggest cognitive barriers for end-user 

programmers. The paper promotes formal studies on the advantages of Domain Specific Languages over 

General Purpose Language explaining the difference between Domain Specific Languages and General Purpose 
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Languages program understanding, using the cognitive dimension framework. Questionnaires on understanding 

programs have been prepared and given to the programmers. Results showed that programmers’ success rate 

was around 15% better for Domain Specific Languages in all three groups of questions: learn, perceive and 

evolve, despite the fact that programmers were significantly less experienced in XAML than C# Forms. Further, 

the experiment measurement framework included cognitive dimensions to identify the aspects among these 

dimensions that are enhanced in the context of Domain Specific Language. It can be learned from the study that 

Domain Specific Languages are superior to General Purpose Languages in all cognitive dimensions. The 

cognitive dimensions, with the biggest influence in the experiment, are closeness of mappings, diffuseness, 

error-proneness, role expressiveness, and viscosity. Viscosity refers to the amount of effort that is needed to 

perform small changes. Thus with these related works we can now safely move ahead with our work in which 

we are doing some log analysis of cloud logs. [2] We need the ideas of Domain specific Languages as we will 

be working on it. There is a lot of data recorded in the log files so we need to analyze it before we start our 

work, the above works are helpful in our project because it gives an idea about what move to make and how to 

proceed with our works. The first paper clearly tells us how the work is to be organized, what is log forensics all 

about, what the problems in log forensics are and how they can be resolved. The next paper gives us a basic 

idea about a Domain Specific Language, the problems that can be faced and how they can be resolved. It 

discusses about the implementation details of a Domain Specific Language. The third papers justifies our use 

for Domain Specific Language, it explains why we should use a Domain Specific language and how it is better 

than General Purpose Language and empirically proves it. The tool which is being developed will be using 

Domain Specific Language to for log forensics. The mentioned above are very prime and rustic which needs to 

be integrated and polished. The knowledge gained from all of these will be later used in developing a tool which 

will be used for forensic study of the logs of cloud setup. The next chapter we will go into the details of the 

project following which we will start with the implementation of the project.  
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CHAPTER 3 

DISASTER RECOVERY IN CLOUD 
 

This chapter will describe the project, what is actually being done ,how is it helping and what are the issues that 

are faced. The project mainly deals with Disaster recovery (DR) portion of cloud computing, we will be 

developing a tool which will help us with tracing the life cycle of a cloud operation in a disaster recovery stack. 

So, it inculcates within itself some log forensic concepts. Actually log files are generated all throughout the 

cycle of a cloud. The project will be using VMware products such as VCenter, VCloudDirector, vSphere etc. 

While describing the implementation details, all these products will be discussed.     

 

Disaster Recovery [13], as it is described before is a new type of service which is being provided by the cloud 

service provider. Basically during a disaster the cloud service provider moves the virtual machine from the local 

setup to some remote setup where some other cloud service provider offers a solution. This process of moving 

the virtual machines from local setup to remote setup is not only tedious but also involves a lot of 

complications. So, it leaves an open door for research [8]. 

 

So, starting off with Disaster Recovery first, why do we need a cloud based disaster recovery service. 

There is no question that every business wants to protect their operations from downtime and loss of data. But 

many companies don’t have the internal expertise or budget to implement the disaster recovery plan they need. 

Traditional disaster recovery solutions typically cost too much; they’re too complex; and they are not always 

reliable. Cloud Disaster Recovery is preferred because:-. 

 

1. Ease of Getting Started Deploying and managing a traditional disaster recovery plan can be complex and 

require time, budget, and staff that you may not have. Disaster Recovery provides an easy way to get started 

with an effective disaster recovery plan—without investing in any hardware, without hiring and training new 

specialists, and without having to invest in a secondary site. The service provides a simple, secure, automated 

process for replicating and recovering applications and data in the case of a local disaster or disruptive event.  

 

2. Flexible, Lower Cost Alternative: The costs of traditional disaster recovery solutions can force you to make 

tradeoffs on what you can afford to protect versus what you need to protect. This can leave your organization 

vulnerable to having inadequate protection. Disaster Recovery addresses variable capacity requirements needed 

to support common DR use cases, such as replication, failover, and failback, at a significantly reduced price 
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point over traditional in-house disaster recovery solutions or managed service alternatives. You have the 

scalability to accommodate shifting requirements, you pay only for what you need, and you have flexible 

subscription options.  

 

3. Simplified Environment, creating a comprehensive disaster recovery plan can be complex, whether you are 

trying to do it yourself or are choosing a managed service provider. Disaster Recovery is built on vSphere 

Replication and VCloud Air, providing a common hybrid platform from your on premises data center to the 

cloud. This means you can leverage the same tools, skill sets, and processes that you already use. And you’ll 

have the confidence that you will get the same reliability, security, and support you know and trust from 

VMware.  

 

The Disaster Recovery [14] service enables site administrators to protect their vSphere virtual workloads from a 

broad range of potential disruptions by asynchronously replicating those workloads from a source site to the 

cloud for recovery. The Disaster Recovery service uses vSphere Replication (host-based replication) to replicate 

virtual machines to VCloud Air. Since VMware products are used for functioning, so the disaster recovery 

details with respect to VMware products are explained. That is the disaster recovery option classifies into 

Recovery-as-a-Service category. 

 

On a traditional x86 system operating system and hardware are tied together. Such as in a normal PC the 

windows XP is loaded on the infrastructure and works as a single unit. That is when we switch on the machine 

the operating system is booted, and the system starts. In order to ensure rapid recovery we need to duplicate the 

environment. That is if there is a failure the entire system can only be recovered if and only if there is a copy of 

the entire system. Now this means that everything needs to be doubled and so is the servers, storage, network, 

power and rackspace. And that is not all the Recovery site has to remain identical to the production site. The 

environment needs to be identical to the production site. Otherwise the recovery won’t work. 

This indirectly means that each software and hardware changes needs to replicate any minute change occurring 

in the hardware, such as increasing the RAM from 2gb to 8gb, or changing the network configuration, all these 

needs to be done in the recovery site and if there is a software change like installation of a word processing 

software in the computer, even that needs to be done in the recovery site. 

Now in order to keep two sides same by replication can potentially fail, as it is a very challenging thing to do 

because of many factors such as it is a slow complex process with which involves uninstalling and reinstalling 

the operating system ,synchronization of time-If the time delay between the first site and the last site may not be 

synchronized, network complications-the network connectivity may be faulty and the transmission of 

information from one site to the other may be improper, authentication problems-there may be some 
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authentication problem, security problems and etc. So it is a tedious job for disaster recovery, and failures are 

bound to occur. This also makes it unreliable because any difference in the hardware and software of both sides 

can cause the recovery to fail.[9] Suppose in the original site the computer has a X86 architecture of the 

processor and in the recovery site the computer has X64 architecture, and  in the original site there is a software 

which requires an X86 architecture but cannot be installed on a system which has a X64 processor, so then we 

cannot install the software in the replicated or rather the duplicated recovery system, as a result the recovery 

fails. Also there is another example, such as an image processing software requires a 2gb graphics card for 

proper running, the original system has 1gb graphics card and the recovery site has a system which has a 2gb 

graphics card then the image processing software will not perform that well in the original system, so recovery 

does not work properly. In addition, not only does it doubles the cost but also increases the task of maintenance 

and system change is doubled. In VMware the entire system the operating system, the hardware configuration 

and application software, the entire thing is taken and turned into a file or into few files, so the dependencies on 

individual system configuration separately like hardware, software, networking, power and etc. are reduced. 

Each physical system becomes a self-contained, hardware independent, virtual machine. Each of these files 

contains its own virtual hardware configuration, operating system installation and applications. VMware installs 

a thin layer of software known as the virtualization layer on top of the hardware. This thin layer of software 

makes it possible to run multiple virtual machines on the server safely and securely. This properties for 

virtualization has very important implication for disaster recovery because virtual machine stores an entire 

system in just some files and recovery is simple as recovering those few files. Thus recovery becomes 

substantially faster because there is no need for installation of an operating system or application software. A lot 

of time gets saved. Bare metal installation or manual process is no longer needed so a lot of time is saved. 

Virtual machines are hardware independent; there is no need for identical hardware now in original site and 

recovery site. It takes on an average 40+ hours for a physical to physical recovery, where as it takes only 4hours 

for a virtual to virtual recovery. The physical to physical recovery starts with configuring the hardware then 

installing the operating system, after this it configures the operating system, then it installs the backup agent and 

then starts “Single-step automatic recovery”. However, in a virtual to virtual recovery, firstly the vm 

configuration is restored and then the data recovery starts. The recovery is far more reliable. Testing to see the 

reliability of your disaster recovery is far easier, because exact copies of system can be created and can be run 

on the hardware for the purpose of disaster recovery without requiring extra additional hardware for the purpose 

of testing. Because virtual machines are hardware independent, expensive duplication of hardware at the 

production site is not required. It also reduces the expenses for storage, rackspace, power and server. The 

situation below will properly exemplify everything. Suppose a production environment has 200 servers at the 

disaster recovery site 200 identical physical recovery servers are required. Duplicate storage, power and 

networking is also needed for those 200 physical servers. With VMware software the 200 physical servers can 
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be consolidate to 200 virtual machines. So it may only need 20 physical servers to hold 200 virtual machine. In 

this process there is no need for 200 physical servers, so even if 200 physical servers are there only 20 sufficient 

to host and 180 remains unused. So it requires no new servers, servers that are extra from the production is 

sufficient to do the disaster recovery. So there is a rapid and reliable recovery for disaster which is also at low 

cost. So, the recovery time is reduced, physical servers eliminated 300 and also consolidated a large number of 

server, a decreased server deployment time. 

 

The disaster recovery in cloud is a not a single process involving only one product, it is a cycle starting from the 

on premise and ends in the private cloud. This cycle involves a large number of VMware products. The disaster 

recovery solution is provided by site recovery manager, it provides a solution for recovery, helps organizations 

set up a fully automated site recovery plan that will manage the failover virtual machine. 

 

3.1 VMWARE APPLICATIONS TAKING PART IN THE DISASTER RECOVERY 
 

3.1.1 SITE RECOVERY MANAGER 

 

VMware has two technologies that allow to take advantage of replication. vSphere replication,(VSR).It does the 

process of spinning the replication by coping across the network. It is a free feature built in the vSphere. And 

then there is SITE RECOVERY MANAGER or the site recovery manager. It allows replication across the 

storage array layer and this allows to have much higher performance. SITE RECOVERY MANAGER, (SRM) 

is an end to end disaster recovery orchestration product; it automates the recovery of the virtual machines that 

resides on the replicated storage. There are basically four steps through which the disaster recovery 

orchestration is done by SITE RECOVERY MANAGER, these are as follows:- 

 

1. At the protected site SITE RECOVERY MANAGER shuts down the virtual machines starting with the 

virtual machine having the lowest priority. This is because the way virtual machine write to the disk and 

ongoing changes happening in the background. So, SITE RECOVERY MANAGER tries to shut down 

the virtual machine so that no further changes can be made ,if that is not possible then the process 

continues as expected. 

 

2. At the recovery site that is the designated recovery center it can be a datacenter next door or some 

datacenter in a remote location, Site Recovery Manager prepares the datastore groups for failover of the 

protected virtual machines. This would allow the ESXi servers in the recovery center to mount those 

replicated datacenter and take the necessary action to start up those virtual machines.  
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3. To provide more resources to the virtual machine to be powered on at the recovery site, SITE 

RECOVERY MANAGER suspend any virtual machine running at the recovery site that are designated 

as non-critical. Here the virtual machines which a marked as non-critical are shut down to make room 

for the other virtual machines that are considered to be machine critical to start up. 

 

4. SITE RECOVERY MANAGER restarts virtual machine, at the recovery site, starting with virtual 

machines that are designated as high priority. Interesting thing about this is SITE RECOVERY 

MANAGER Administrators have full control in the recovery plans over designating start up orders, 

dependency sequences and other necessary things, so that the entire environment can come back 

essentially. 

 

One importance of SITE RECOVERY MANAGER is that SITE RECOVERY MANAGER allows to share the 

recovery site as a result multiple virtual machine can run in the recovery site, and multiple here stands for 

virtual machines on different hosts or different data centers. 

All of them can run on the same recovery site. 

Some of the features of SITE RECOVERY MANAGER are as follows:- 

 

1. FULL CENTRALIZED MANAGEMENT-It helps administrator to create, test and run recovery plans 

from a single point. It allows to do a series to customized recovery according to the administrator, and 

this later helps during the time of real disaster. 

2. AUTOMATED DISASTER RECOVERY-It allows to build recovery plans in advance, to test those 

recovery plans and execute the recovery according to the recovery plans without any supervision during 

times of real disaster. In most cases there is a recovery plan in pen and paper, or may be a in a computer 

but it does not go into testing, while surprisingly while testing the recovery plan it fails, and now there 

is more down time than that would have been without the recovery plan. 

3. SIMPLE INTEGRATION-The Site Recovery Manager easily integrates with the VCenter ,so there is 

no additional burden in setting up the SITE RECOVERY MANAGER, as a result allocating and 

managing the recovery resources become easier 

 
Addition to Site Recovery Manager there is vSphere Replication, it allows ESXi servers to do replication on a 

virtual machine by virtual machine basis, and given that, this allows SITE RECOVERY MANAGER based 

recovery in small and medium scale. VSphere replication enables replication between heterogeneous data 

stores, the replication is managed as a property of the virtual machine, and also the replication performed by the 
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vSphere Replication minimizes the effect on virtual machine workload. The SITE RECOVERY MANAGER 

helps in Planned Migration. The term is a bit complex, but the internal procedure is relatively simple. If anyone 

ever wants to do a datacenter migration, whether relocating a datacenter or reprogramming some systems from 

one data center to other, there are some challenges behind that. The planned migration takes care of these 

issues. The planned migration is different from disaster recovery because if there is an error on the way, then it 

stops, so that there is a reliable disaster recovery. The planned migration basically does all these in a two steps:- 

1. Planned Migration shuts down the protected virtual machines and then synchronizes the disks. 

2. Planned Migration stops if there is any error encountered in the process of recovery. 

Site Recovery Manager also supports Automated Failback, if there is a failover, then the site recovery manager 

gives a help of a single button recovery, potentially can be referred as a failback. When a failover is done the 

virtual machines are not protected so it becomes necessary to rewrite recovery plans that will do the recovery. 

SITE RECOVERY MANAGER help in doing it easily. Firstly, it provides automated workflow to failback all 

recovered virtual machines, then it interfaces with storage to automatically reverse replication and finally 

replays existing recovery plans. New virtual machines are not part of failback. The benefits of automated 

Failback are that it simplifies the recovery process after disaster. It facilitates disaster recovery options for 

enterprises that are mandated to perform a true failover as a part of recovery process. 

3.1.2 VSPHERE REPLICATION   
 

The vSphere Replication working is similar to site recovery manager. It was introduced in site recovery 

manager. It acts as a software recovery orchestration tool. It is a part of the hypervisor. It is built in the platform 

and a couple of application is enough to manage in. It replicates individual virtual machine and not exactly 

same as array based replication where, there is a data store which is replicated. It is a vm by vm replication 

engine. Because it works in the hypervisor layer, it operates above the storage but below the hypervisor layer 

which means there is possibility of replicating between dissimilar and heterogeneous storage. So the replication 

can happen across any type of storage, VSA or local storage, irrespective of what that underlying technology is. 

The following picture shows a typical vSphere replication. 
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Figure 3 vSphere Replication Process 

 

The replication happens from site number one to site number two. VSphere replication is configured on of the 

virtual machines. A vm in the client is clicked and then the action is clicked. From there all vSphere replication 

is selected and then configure replication is selected. This opens a configure replication wizard for that virtual 

machine. It shows two sites vc1 which is the local site and vc2 which is the site2.The second site is selected. 

After this a new window opens which shows the storage list, from here storage of the second site is selected. It 

is here the virtual machine will be replicated. After this the recovery point objective is set. It also has the 

provision of selecting the guest OS. At this point, the vSphere Replication will start replicating the virtual 

machine. 

To verify the virtual machine is replicated, the vSphere replication is clicked in the vi client, and the required 

virtual machine can be found to be listed on the virtual machine list. The virtual machine has started its initial 

full synchronization. In vSphere replication, there is asynchronous replication, where there is an opportunity to 

choose recovery point objective between 15 minutes to 24 hours. And recovery testing and automation are done 

through SITE RECOVERY MANAGER Recovery plans. Basically SITE RECOVERY MANAGER sits on top 

of it. SITE RECOVERY MANAGER administers both array based replication and individual virtual machine 

replication like vSphere replication. So it is safe to say the VSphere Replication is an extension of Site recovery 

manager. 
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The architecture of the VSphere replication is provided below. 

 
Figure 4 vSphere Replication Architecture 

[https://www.google.co.in/search?q=vSphere+replication+architecture] 

 

From SITE RECOVERY MANAGERs perspective there are two different SITE RECOVERY MANAGER 

Server in the two sites with a VCenter server. With SITE RECOVERY MANAGERs in this two sites two 

appliances are deployed VRMS-vSphere replication management server, they act as an interface between SITE 

RECOVERY MANAGERs and the agent it does not pertain in the replication or participate in another but what 

it does is that it handles the database that handles things like replication. There is VRa (Virtual Replication 

Appliance) which is the agent, it sits within the kernel, that is it sits within the vSphere Kernel itself and 

operates at the kernel level. There is also a scheduler that handles when it is time to take the pointer of the 

change blocks, gather them together, and hand them across the wire to the VRS at the remote site vSphere 

replication server. So VRS is nothing other than grab the blocks and write them down to disk using network 

files copied into the storage layer. VSphere replication is more efficient than normal array based replication 

because there is no replacement of the capabilities of storage or array based replication but it is designed to 

augment. Like if the entire branch is not needed to be replicated then this vSphere replication feature of site 

recovery manager is handful, which happens in majority of the cases, since replication is specific, so only a 

specific portion is needed to be replicated rather than the entire disk. Also people might not have multiple 

arrays. So it allows for replication within the capacity of the user with 15 minutes recovery point objective. 
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With vSphere replication it is possible to get only the protection but not the orchestration like testing, 

automation, planning. These things come with Site Recovery Manager. The replication engine is bundled with 

most of the vSphere edition. The virtual machine can be replicated from one location of the disk to another data 

store etc. It is standalone replication, because even though it comes with site recovery manager, it can be 

installed with as a standalone application and works absolutely fine. It is a simple recovery model, tightly 

integrated with the web client. Easily one can choose one or more virtual machines and choose to replicate them 

or protect them and then recover them. There is no orchestrated plans, one can easily right click the shadow 

copies and recovery them in a matter of minutes. It also supports automated protect and failback in SITE 

RECOVERY MANAGER for vSphere replication. So in past there is a concept called reprotect, where one 

could failover an entire environment or parts of an environment to another location and then simply click a 

button that would protect the environment back your primary site in an automated fashion. vSphere replication 

allows that provision of reprotect and failback and again mixing and matching vSphere replication and array 

based replication. It also includes an embedded database, the vSphere replication integration is very easy. Each 

and every individual component is deployed easily as one particular deployment. The vSphere replication is 

more tightly integrated with the capabilities of the VMware tools that are already doing application level 

quiescent. It does a synchronization of data variables from one side to another. 

 

The following are the ways in which Site Recovery Manager compares with vSphere Replication. 

1. vSphere Replication is independent of Site recovery manager, that is even though vSphere replication 

comes along with Site Recovery Manager, it can be installed separately and can be integrated with the 

vSphere client. The vSphere Replication can provide the necessary protection and replication, but it 

does not do testing, automated recovery. All these are done by Site Recovery Manager. 

2. vSphere replication can replicate within a single VCenter, VCenter is a manager which manages 

multiple host, so basically it can replicate a virtual machine within any of the host that the VCenter 

manages. It will provide the targets from where it can be easily chosen. If only one appliance of 

vSphere replication is installed it can act as both management and target and replicated from on cluster 

to another giving a local copy that can be recovered in a matter of minutes. 

3. Site Recovery manager when installed on top of vSphere Replication can easily integrate with the 

vSphere replication, it finds out all the replications, after the integration with the site recovery manager 

it can be used to gain automation, test recovery, failback, customization and recovery. 

 

As the virtual machine writes down to disk, they Sphere replication the data passes through the hypervisor 

layer, the vSphere replication agent detects that it is writing through the hypervisor. And will keep track blocks 

of those that are written to the disks. Only the pointers to the blocks that have changed is kept, the blocks are 
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not copied. According to the replication schedule, periodically these changes are grabbed, and ship that across 

to the remote appliance. With SITE RECOVERY MANAGER this load of replication can be distributed to 

other appliances. This load distribution option is not there in standalone vSphere Replication. Such kind of load 

distribution is needed when there is a huge amount of replication that needs to be done, such as replicating 500 

virtual machine from one site to other. Another good feature of vSphere replication is that it allows to seed the 

initial copy of replication. If there are terabytes of data which needs to be replicated, it becomes a tedious task. 

So the user provide seed for the initial copy. The seed can be delivered through any out-of-band channel like the 

usb drive etc. The user directs the wizard to seed the file when configuring replication, in that way the 

replication becomes faster. 

 

3.2 DISASTER RECOVERY TOPOLOGIES 

 
1. Active-passive Failover Process-Here there is a production and a recovery site, for example a New 

York and a Chicago, so it is possible that New York will failover to Chicago or Chicago will failover to 

New York. The assumption is that both of them will not fail at the same time. Resources can be actively 

used in both sites. SITE RECOVERY MANAGER helps to shut down some low priority virtual 

machines and make room for some inbound virtual machine as and when it is required. It is the most 

common traditional Disaster Recovery Topology. It is expensive as it require dedicated resources. 

2.  Active-active Failover-This is a full bidirectional failover. Each site acts as a recovery site for the 

other. But one site is a dedicated production site and the other site is dedicated recovery site. It 

leverages recovery infrastructure for test development and training. 

3. Bidirectional Failover-It is similar to the previous topology. Most customers won’t see a difference 

between them. SITE RECOVERY MANAGER here deals with choosing some workloads to shut off to 

make room for incoming virtual machine request. It has production application at both ends. Here also 

each site acts as a recovery site for the other. 

4. Shared Recovery Sites-Here the recovery site is shared among various production sites, there is a 

centralized recovery site and all the production site use that centralized recovery site for recovery 

purpose of their virtual machine. It is useful in case of many to one failover. It is particularly useful for 

remote office.  

3.3 LIFE CYCLE OF DISASTER RECOVERY 

 
The first step in the cycle of disaster recovery is Configure Replication. As mentioned above vSphere 

Replication is built into the platform, so it is integrated into the UI .Configure replication is as easy as finding 
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the virtual machine in the inventory list, right clicking on it and saying configure replication. After this a wizard 

asks to set the Recovery Point Objective. It varies from 15 minutes to 24 hours. It also asks the destination 

where the replication is done. Disks can be chosen or dropped for replication. If there is more than one virtual 

machine to configure, then all the virtual machines can be selected, but the Recovery point objective will be set 

for all the virtual machine and not for a particular virtual machine. However the destinations can be kept same 

or can be made different for different virtual machine by essentially manipulating the data store mapping 

beforehand. For example, Data store A on the protected site gets mapped to data store D on the recovery site 

and Data store B on the protected site gets mapped to data store C on the recovery site, after this all the virtual 

machines residing in data store A gets automatically mapped to data store D and all the virtual machines 

residing in data store B gets automatically mapped to data store C.  

 

Once configure replication happens the first thing which is done is an initial sync of source and target. The vm 

disk files in the target are checked, and the identities of those disks are compared to make sure that those disks 

are actually the same disks, to prevent overriding some other virtual machine disk files by accident. If the disks 

are the same then the blocks on the target site and the blocks on the source site is reviewed and the hashes on 

both sides are calculated and matched by exchanging the hashes to check which block is different. Through this 

way sending all the blocks over at one go is avoided. Only the changed blocks are sent. It only replicates the 

changed blocks necessary to align the virtual machine disk file. After the initial sync completes there is an exact 

replica on the other side. There is a process called full sync, it is used when something is modified or someone 

changes something in a disk, and there is no way to track the changed block then it becomes necessary to do a 

forced full sync .The process is same as initial sync but the hash matching is not done everything is replicated 

from one site to the other. During initial sync, the traffic goes through TCP port 31031.So to distinguish 

between initial sync and subsequent sync, different TCP port is configured for synchronization. Another type of 

synchronization is the lightweight delta sync. It is essentially similar to vm level snapshot but is very different 

from it. The reason why vm level snapshot is not used is because it has performance issues. The vm is stopped 

while taking a snapshot, so it has many issues. The delta sync is as essential as a snapshot. It is consistent with 

all the things in a virtual machine at a point of time. But while maintaining the consistency the I/O is not 

compromised with replication. Once the lightweight snapshot of the source vm is created, it is assured that the 

virtual machines are consistent. It basically checks for the changes in between the sync operations and send 

them to the recovery site. If a block is changed a multiple time between a replication only the final replication is 

done on the other side. The intermediate changes are not replicated. The delta sync happens over the TCP port 

44046.After synchronization is switched to delta sync type after the initial sync. VSphere Replication agent 

tracks all changing blocks via VSCSI filter. Changed blocks are replicated as per the recovery point objective. 
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The vSphere replication at the very minimum provides the ‘point in time specific replica’ based on the RPO. 

This replica is going to be crash consistent which means that the write order is going to be preserved across all 

virtual disks in a vm. All the writes that happened before this time will be in the replica and all the writes that 

happen after this time will not be in the replica. It provides the crash consistent view of all the virtual disk in a 

given vm. On top of this it guarantees additional level of consistency such as file level consistency and disk 

level consistency. It also does an application level consistency. Every disk within the virtual machine will be 

consistent with the light weight delta that is shipped. If within the sync cycle the network fails the vSphere 

replication, snapshot the target virtual machine disk file which it discards only after a successful replication, 

with every sync the vSphere replication server writes a redo log for each replica. The redo log is snapshotted 

only after the synchronization is complete. Old replicas are collapsed only after a sync is completed. There is 

always at least one valid replica that corresponds to a valid light weight snapshot. If the network stops in the 

middle of the sync cycle the appliance knows that there is some blocks written on top of the redo logs. At the 

same time the protected block filter knows that it haven’t shipped all the blocks. So it basically invalidates 

saying that the sync cycle failed. The scheduler is going to initiate the next sync cycle almost immediately. 

Essentially the new sync cycle is going to write through the same redo logs. If the link goes down, the decision 

of when to do the replication cycle is taken by the scheduler in the source site. If the filter in the middle of the 

sync discovers that the connection drops, by timeout or some other kind of network failure detection technique, 

it will tell the scheduler that did not finish the sync. At this point the scheduler will do the smart thing to 

recover. Even though the blocks are retained after an incomplete sync, they are useless as the scheduler does not 

know the state of the block, after the link is up, since the scheduler does not know about the state of the blocks 

it will once again send all the blocks to the recovery sit. 

 

Replication scheduler runs on each host. Imagine there is one vm which is configured for replication with an 

RPO of 15 minutes. It means that every 15 minutes it is synchronized. But if there are 100 virtual machines, if a 

synchronization takes a lot of bandwidth and a lot of time, and during this cycle the RPO comes in for the next 

virtual machine but resource for that synchronization is not available. In such a case it is possible to let the 

ongoing synchronization to complete but in that case the RPO is violated. This simplistic approach does not 

work efficiently. Instead the future is being predicted, all the past replication is analyzed for the last 48 hours, 

this analysis report is fed into a schedule map, using that as a data some of the sync are moved up, in place of 15 

minutes they are done in 10 minutes and there is bandwidth left for other virtual machine replications for that 

host. The algorithm in the scheduler takes care about deciding the schedule, user cannot make a synchronization 

schedule. The SCSI filter keep track of the changed block. The vSphere Replication synchronizes the changed 

blocks. 
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During a failover, the virtual machine disk files in the recovery site is taken and an actual vm is surfaced out of 

it. Then integrate that with the VCenter. All the redo logs are stopped to ensure consistency. Site Recovery 

Manager gives an opportunity for doing tests. The steps performed are same as surfacing the vm. Instead of 

collapsing all the redo logs into a simple virtual machine disk file. A snapshot on site is created, this snapshot is 

a real snapshot, so the vm is writing to it, or it is modifying it, or its rebooting it etc. The vSphere Replication 

knows which particular application is used to create the replica. Vm never loses its base. 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Architecture of Disaster Recovery in a cloud setup 

 

Another feature of Site Recovery Manager is Automated Reprotect and Failback. If there is an actual disaster 

the failover might happen to the recovery site. But most of the times disasters can be predicted, in such a case 

the production site though may not be functional for a while, is working actually fine. In such a case there can 

be a planned migration to the recovery site, shutting down the protected site and waiting for the disaster to end, 

is what a person does. After that the protected site is powered on and the state before the disaster is what which 

needs to be reached. In reprotect, a configure replication is done from the recovery site back to the protected 

site. After the reprotect is started there will be an initial sync on what are the changes that are there in between 
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the protected site vm’s and the recovery site vm’s, and only the changed blocks will be send over. It will not do 

the full terabytes of data transfer over the network. After the reprotect completes there will be some time for 

synchronization operations. After this short period of time, the two sites become consistent.  

If a vm is selected for replication then it is also possible to replicate only a subset of the vm such as C: drive of 

the virtual machine can only be replicated, it is not necessary to replicated the whole virtual machine if only a 

particular subset of the virtual machine is what we need. The vSphere replication cannot exceed more than the 

bandwidth of the pipe. The moment the data exceeds the bandwidth the RPO fails. There is always one 

consistent image and one consistent redo logs, consistency is maintained by them. The life cycle of a disaster 

recovery process is described above. The products involved in this life cycle generates log files throughout the 

entire process of disaster recovery which, these log files will be analyzed for disaster recovery now. The log 

files have some issues , in the next section the issues regarding log file analysis will be discussed. The main 

purpose of the project is to create a tool which is going to do efficient, reliable and fast log analysis, which will 

help to trace the life cycle of the replication process in the stack. The tool is developed on Domain Specific 

Language. The Domain Specific Language is developed by extending the Groovy programming language. In 

the next chapter the details about logs and types of logs, which the products generate will be discussed 
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CHAPTER4 

LOG ANALYSIS AND APPLICATIONS 
 

4.1 CLOUD LOGS 
 

A cloud-based application stores logs on multiple servers and in multiple log files. The volatile nature of these 

re-sources causes log files to be available only for a certain period of time. Each layer in the cloud application 

stack generates logs, the network, the operating system, the applications, databases, network services, etc. 

Once logs are collected, they need to be kept around for a specific time either for regulatory reasons or to 

support forensic investigations. We need to make the logs available to a number of constituencies; application 

developers, system administrators, security analysts, etc. They all need access, but only to a subset and not 

always all of the logs. Platform as a service (PaaS) providers often do not make logs available to their platform 

users at all. This can be a significant problem when trying to analyze application problems. For example, 

Amazon does not make the load balancer logs available to their users. And finally, critical components cannot 

or are not instrumented correctly to generate the logs necessary to answer specific questions. Even if logs are 

available, they come in all kinds of different formats that are often hard to process and analyze. 

 

LOGGING GUIDELINES 

To address the challenges associated with the information in log records, we need to establish a set of 

guidelines and we need to have our applications instrumented to follow these guidelines. 

When to Log 

When do applications generate log records? Making the decision when to write log records needs to be driven 

by use-cases.  

These use-cases in cloud applications surface in four areas:  

 Business relevant logging 

 Operations based logging 

 Security (forensics) related logging 

 Regulatory and standards mandates 

 

As a rule of thumb, at every return call in an application, the status should be logged, whether success or 

failure.  Following this way errors are logged and activity throughout the application can be tracked. 
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Business 

Business relevant logging covers features used and business metrics being tracked. Tracking features in a 

cloud application is extremely crucial for product management. It helps not only determine what features are 

currently used, it can also be used to make informed decisions about the future direction of the product.  

Monitoring service level agreements (SLAs) fall under the topic of business relevant logging as well. Although 

some of the metrics are more of operational origin, such as application latencies. 

 

Operational 

Operational logging should be implemented for the following instances: 

 Errors are problems that impact a single application user and not the entire platform. 

 Critical conditions are situations that impacts all users of the application. They demand immediate 

attention 

 System and application start, stop, and restart. Each of these events could indicate a possible problem. 

There is always a reason why a machine stopped or was restarted. 

 Changes to objects track problems and attribute changes to an activity. Objects are entities in the 

application, such as users, invoices, or goods.  

 

Other examples of changes that should be logged are: 

1. Installation of a new application (generally logged on the operating system level). 

2. Configuration change 

3. Logging program code updates enable attribution of changes to developers. 

4. Backup runs need to be logged to audit successful or failed backups. 

 

Security 

Security logging in cloud application is concerned with authentication and authorization, as well as forensics 

support. In addition to these three cases, security tools (e.g. Intrusion detection or prevention system or anti 

virus tools) will log all kinds of other security related issues, such as attempted attacks or the detection of a 

virus on a system. 

 

Cloud-applications should focus on the following use-cases: 

1. Login / logout (local and remote) 

2. Password changes / authorization changes 

3. Failed resource access (denied authorization) 
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4. All activity executed by a privileged account Privileged accounts, admins, or root users are the ones 

that have control of a system or application. They have privileges to change most of the parameters in 

the application. It therefore is crucial for security purposes to monitor very closely what these accounts 

are doing 

4.1.1 CHALLENGES IN LOG ANALYSIS 

 

If log analysis is the solution to many of our needs in cloud application development and delivery, we need to 

have a closer look at the challenges that are associated with it. 

The following is a list of challenges associated with cloud-based log analysis and forensics: 

 

 Decentralization of logs 

 Volatility of logs 

 Multiple tiers and layers 

 Archival and retention 

 Accessibility of logs 

 Nonexistence of logs 

 Absence of critical information in logs 

 Non compatible / random log formats 

 

The first five challenges can be solved through log management. The remaining three are more intrinsic 

problems and have to be addressed through defining logging guidelines and standards 

4.1.2 LOG MANAGEMENT 
 

Solving the cloud logging problems outlined in the last section requires a log management solution or 

architecture to support the following list of features: 

 

 Centralization of all logs 

 Scalable log storage 

 Fast data access and retrieval 

 Support for any log format 

 Running data analysis jobs  

 Retention of log records 

 Archival of old logs and restoring on demand 
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 Segregated data access through access control 

 Preservation of log integrity 

 Audit trail for access to logs 

 

These requirements match up with the challenges defined in the last section. However, they do not address the 

last three challenges of missing and non-standardized log records. 

For example, if machines are pegging at a very high load, new machines can be booted up or machines are 

terminated if they are not needed anymore without prior warning. 

Note that in some cases, it is not possible to change anything about the logging behavior as we cannot control 

the code of third-party applications. 

A general rule of thumb states that a log record should be both understandable by a human and easily machine 

process able.  

4.1.3 LOGGING ARCHITECTURE 

 

A log management system is the basis for enabling log analysis and solving the goals introduced in the 

previous sections. Setting up a logging framework involves the following steps: 

 Enable logging in each infrastructure and application component 

 Setup and configure log transport 

 Tune logging configurations 

 

4.1.3.1 ENABLE LOGGING 

 

As a first step, we need to enable logging on all infrastructure components that we need to collect logs from. 

Note that this might sound straight forward, but it is not always easy to do so. Operating systems are mostly 

simple to configure. In the case of UNIX, syslog [15] is generally already setup 

and logs can be found in/var/log 

The hard part with OS logs is tuning.  

Configuring in databases is a level harder than logging in operating systems. Configuration can be very tricky 

and complicated. 

Each of them has their own sets of features, advantages, and disadvantages. It gets worse though; logging 

from within your applications is most likely non-existent. Or if it exists, it is likely not configured the way your 

use-cases demand; log records are likely missing and the existing log records are missing critical information. 
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4.1.3.2 LOG TRANSPORT 
 

Setting up log transport covers issues related to how logs are transferred from the sources to a central log 

collector. 

Here are issues to consider when setting up the infrastructure: 

 Synchronized clocks across components 

 Reliable transport protocol 

 Compressed communication to preserve bandwidth 

 Encrypted transport to preserve confidentiality and integrity 

 

4.1.3.3 LOG TUNING 

 

Log data is now centralized and we have to tune log sources to make sure we get the right Type of logs and the 

right details collected. Each logging component needs to be visited and tuned based on the use-case. 

Given below is a image of a log file which is the VMware replication server in short it is HBR server. 

 

 
Figure 6 Portion of a log file 

4.1.4 THINGS TO LOG 

 

We are now leaving the high-level use-cases and infrastructure setup to dive into the individual log records.  

How does an individual record have to look? 
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At a minimum, the following fields need to be present in every log record: Timestamp, Application, User, 

Session ID, CGID, OPID, Operation ID, Severity, Reason, Categorization. These fields help answer the 

questions: when, what, who, and why. Furthermore, they are responsible for providing all the information 

demanded. 

A timestamp is necessary to identify when a log record or the recorded event happened. Timestamps are 

logged in a standard format. The application field identifies the producer of the log entry. A user field is 

necessary to identify which user has triggered an activity. Use unique user names or IDs to distinguish users 

from each other. A OPID helps track a single request across different applications and tiers. The challenge is to 

share the same ID across all components. A severity is logged to filter logs based on their importance. A 

severity system needs to be established. For example: debug, info, warn, error, and crit. The same schema 

should be used across all applications and tiers. A reason is often necessary to identify why something has 

happened. For example, access was denied due to insufficient privileges or a wrong password. The reason 

identifies why. As a last set of mandatory field, category or taxonomy fields should be logged. 

 

Categorization is a method commonly used to augment information in log records to allow addressing similar 

events in a common way. This is highly useful in, for example, reporting. Think about a report that shows all 

failed logins. One could try to build a really complicated search pattern that finds failed login events across all 

kinds of different applications or one could use a common category field to address all those records. 

 

4.2 APPLICATION USED TO BUILT THE TOOL 
 

The following is a brief overview of the application components that are touched upon 

4.2.1 GROOVY 

Groovy is an object-oriented programming language for the Java platform. It is a dynamic language with 

features similar to those of Python, Ruby. Groovy code is compiled to byte code that is executed by the Java 

Virtual Machine (JVM). We choose Groovy as the DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES programming 

language for its simplicity and flexibility, as well as the performance and stability of the JVM. Because 

Groovy is compiled to byte code that runs on the JVM Java Virtual Machine (JVM), 99% of Java code is valid 

Groovy. Groovy offers programmers the ability to toss aside all the humdrum conventions of brackets and 

semicolons, to write simpler programs that can leverage all that existing Java code. Everything runs on the 

JVM. Not only that, everything links tightly to Java JARs, so you can enjoy your existing code. The Groovy 

code runs like a dynamically typed scripting language with full access to the data in statically typed Java 

objects. There's all of the immense power of the Java code base with all of the fun of using closures, operator 

overloading, and polymorphic iteration -- not to mention the simplicity of using the question mark to indicate a 

http://www.infoworld.com/article/2627426/application-development/top-five-scripting-languages-on-the-jvm.html
http://www.infoworld.com/article/2627426/application-development/top-five-scripting-languages-on-the-jvm.html
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check for null pointers. It's so much simpler than typing another if-then statement to test nullity. Naturally, all 

of this flexibility tends to create as much logic with a tiny fraction of the keystrokes. Given below is the image 

how groovy compiles a code and how it is similar to java and other languages. 

 

Figure 7 Groovy language compiler comparison with similar languages compilers and how it relates to Java 

 4.2.2 DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES 

 

DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES stands for domain specific language. Languages like C++, Java, C# 

are all going to allow us the same computations, that is if it is possible to do it in one language then it is 

also possible to do it in other language. But that does not say anything about how easy it is, how much help 

the language will give you about making the mistake and how quick the final result will be. The domain 

specific language provides 

 Ease of coding, it includes various coding features in it kind closures etc. 

 It provides a even higher level of abstraction and hence helps in eliminating the mistakes 

 It gives the result faster. The ability of the compiler to do run time optimization. 

Matlab which is very good in doing mathematical operations, or matrix multiplication, the same coding of 

matrix multiplication can be done in languages like C, C++ or C#. But languages like matlab which uses a 

* for matrix multiplication is going to be more concise. Languages specifically designed for mathematics 

will easily find out mistakes if it is in that domain. For example, in C and C++ often a two dimensional 

matrix in array is really just a single dimensional array. And it is really easy to make mistakes to pass in 

array that have the wrong dimension in matrix multiplication during row major or column major order. 

C,C++ etc won’t give the support for matrix implementation that is being used, it will stay silent and 
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compute the wrong answer. Matlab will catch those errors. Thirdly optimization, the higher the level of 

instruction given to an interpreter or a compiler the more is the scope for creativity. If the matrix 

multiplication is written in three for loops, then the compiler is forced to generate code for only that 

particular implementation DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES allows to express things like matrix 

transposition and multiplication at a higher level, and thus end up generating better code for the new target 

architecture. So less time writing, concise, faster and more creativity 

4.2.3 PIQL 

 

Performance Insightful Query Languages. PIQL is designed specifically for the development of large-scale 

data-intensive web sites and applications. PIQL enables the creation of compelling applications without 

requiring developers to worry about scaling. The PIQL compiler takes in an application spec and produces 

a library jar that can be used from any JVM based language to interact with a cluster of Storage Nodes . [9] 

Entity Sets are typed collections of attributes, analogous to relations in a traditional relational database. An 

important distinction, however, is that PIQL allows only the atomic update of a single entity, instead of the 

general update mechanism present in SQL. Relationships are defined by specifying a foreign key that 

points to another entity type. This is different from SQL, [10 ] where the join predicates can be defined at 

query time. The reason for requiring this explicit specification is to allow the user to place cardinality 

constraints on specific relationships. These constraints can be specified in the form of a integer constant, 

5000 in the above example.[11]  

The following point shows how PIQL relates to SQL: 

 

 It is based on a subset of SQL that enables accurate performance predication. 

 All queries must specified ahead of time and validated against a developer-specified service 

level objective (SLO) . 

  It has direct support for manipulating the entities and relationships that are commonly used in 

web applications . 

 Its implementation is based on automatically selected indexes. 

  It can be adapted to run on many existing key-value stores 

 

PIQL, a Performance Insightful Query Language that allows developers to express many of the queries 

found on these websites, while still providing strict bounds on the number of I/O operations for any query. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

IMPLEMENTATION 

5.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 

In this chapter we will discuss about the experimental setup and implantation of the tool, and finally we will 

see the outputs generated by the tool. Our objective is to trace the lifecycle of a cloud operation across the log 

files throughout all the products involved in the disaster recovery. Firstly we need the entire disaster recovery 

set up. That is we need a protected site and a recovery site. In the protected side we will create virtual 

machines and we will replication them to the recovery site. 

 

After the replication is done we will undergo other cloud operations like 

 Planned Migration  

 Test Failover 

 Test Cleanup 

 Reverse Replication  

 Sync 

 

For this we first load the ESXi, that is the hypervisor on a host, hypervisor is a software which is installed on 

bare metal. It virtualizes the resources such as storage, networking, and memory. After this we install a 

vSphere client on any machine which has network connectivity with that host, it is a client used to access the 

host. In vSphere we install VCenter server appliance as a plug-in, this plug-in is installed in two parts one part 

is installed in client and other part is installed in the host, as a virtual machine on the host. The VCenter server 

acts as a manager and manages the virtual machines on the host. This is the set up for the protected site. The 

following figure shows how it will eventually look like. 
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Figure 8 In the above figure there are three virtual machines that are created namely centos,Fedora 232 and fedora2. is showing 

the statistics of those virtual machines 

 

In the recovery site that is the site which is managed by the cloud organization, the setup is same, there is an 

ESXi which virtualizes the physical resources, they are VCenter and VSphere client to manage the resources, 

but since the organization has a large pool of resources, so there are significantly large number of hosts, so 

there are more and more number of VCenter. To manage these VCenter in a organizational cloud VCloud 

Director is installed on top. It has a number of API’s which helps in larger resource abstraction and 

management. Mainly VCloud Director is needed in enterprise computing. 

The figure below shows how a VCloud director looks like 
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Figure 9 VCloud Director Administrator UI 

The VCloud Director Administrator UI looks like the above, on the right hand side there are the data centers or 

organizations of data centers which the user can provide as recovery site, in the above figure there are three of 

them, along with the status, gateway, type and whether the recovery site provided is connected to any protected 

site or not. The left hand column lists the Virtual datacenters, networking details setting etc. 

 

Once this is done the Site recovery manager plug-in is installed in the protected side VCenter. After 

installation of the Site Recovery Manager the setup is ready. Virtual machines with different configurations 

such are created on the protected site, each virtual machine is selected, and then configured for replication. 

Once this is done the virtual machines are replicated on the recovery site and the setup is ready. 

We will perform the operations on individual virtual machines, and collect the log files of the following 

products. 

 ESXi in the protected site 

 ESXi in the recovery site 

 VCenter on the secondary site 

 VCloudDirector on the secondary site 

 VSphere Replication Server(hbrserv) on the secondary site 

 VSphere Replication Management server(hms) on the primary site  

 VSphere Replication management server(hms) on the secondary site 

Once the log files are collected the logs are tagged and uploaded with proper manifest to the LogInsight 

Server. LogInsight Server is the database server on which the log files are queried with PIQL query language. 
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To configure and recover virtual machines protected by the Disaster Recovery service, perform the following 

tasks in vSphere Replication and VCloud Air: 

1 Using vSphere Replication, we replicate the virtual machines from source site to VCloud Air site. 

Replication to the cloud is initiated by using vSphere Replication at your source site because 

replication between your source site and the cloud is not symmetrical, like it is when using 

VMware Site Recovery Manager. Replication is started from your source site but, for security 

reasons, there is no communication with the virtual machines at source site from the cloud. 

2 After replicating your virtual machines to the cloud, VCloud Air is logged to view virtual data center 

enabled for disaster recovery and the placeholder virtual machines that you selected for replication. 

3 Using vSphere Replication or VCloud Air, test recovery for a virtual machine and cleanup the test 

after execution. 

4 In the event that your source site becomes unavailable, VCloud Air can be logged and virtual 

machines can be reconfigured. 

5 Once source site is available, reverse replicate virtual machines from the VCloud Air Web UI. 

 

LOG FILE COLLECTION FROM VARIOUS PRODUCTS 

 

The Log File collection procedure of various products are given below.The Log files will be collected in a 

bundle using automated log bundle generator. 

 

1 VSphere Replication Management Server. 

To collect logs from the VRMS server: 

1. Open the console for the VRMS server appliance and log in as the root user.. 

2. Confirm PermitRootLogin is set to yes in the SSH configuration file. 

 

To set the PermitRootLogin parameter to yes: 

a. Open the /etc/ssh/sshd_config file using a text editor. 

b. Locate the line that begins with PermitRootLogin. 

c. Set this parameter to yes. 

d. Save and close the file. 

e. Restart the sshd service using this command: 

service sshd restart 
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3. Start generating the support bundle using this command: 

/opt/VMware/hms/generatesupportbundle.sh  

In /opt/VMware/hms/bin directory instead of/opt/VMware/hms/ 

The completed log bundle is located at: 

/opt/vmware/hms/support/HSB-hms-<uuid>/bundle.tar.gz  

4. Connect to the VRMS server appliance using an SFTP client, such as FileZilla, and download the log 

bundle. 

 

 By default, the VRMS server logs (hms*.log ) are located at /opt/vmware/hms/logs. 

 

2 VSphere Replication Server 

To collect logs from the VR server: 

1. Open the console for the VR server appliance and log in as the root user. 

2. Start generating the support bundle using this command: 

 

/usr/bin/hbrsrv-support-bundle.sh  

The completed log bundle is located in: 

/tmp/hbrsrv-2011-08-20-14-34-6.tgz  

3. Connect to the VR server appliance using an SFTP client, such as FileZilla, and download the log 

bundle. 

4. By default, the VR server logs (hbrsrv*.log ) are located at /var/log/vmware. 

 

3 ESXi and VCenter Server 

To collect ESX/ESXi and VCenter Server diagnostic data: 

1. Start the vSphere Web Client and log in to the VCenter Server system. 

2. Under Inventory Lists, select VCenter Servers. 

3. Click the VCenter Server that contains the ESX/ESXi hosts from which you want to export logs. 

4. Click the Monitor tab and click System Logs. 

5. Click Export System Logs. 

6. Select the ESX/ESXi hosts from which you want to export logs. 

7. Select the Include VCenter Server and vSphere Web Client logs option. This step is optional. 

8. Click Next. 

9. Select the system logs that are to be exported. 

10. Select Gather performance data to include performance data information in the log files. Click Next. 
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11. Click Generate Log Bundle. The Download Log Bundles dialog appears when the Generating 

Diagnostic Bundle task completes. 

12. Click Download Log Bundle to save it to your local computer. 

 The host or VCenter Server generates .zip bundles containing the log files. 

13. After the download completes, click Finish or generate another log bundle. 

 

4 VCloud Director 

To collect the log files in VCloudDirector, open the terminal and run /opt/vmware/cloud-

director/bin/vmware-vcd-support 

The logs for VMware VCloud Director are located in /opt/vmware/vCloud-director/logs 

 

Below figure show the log files collected from the ESXi host. These log files are tagged and then uploaded to 

the LogInsight server. 

 

 
Figure 10 log file of ESXi 
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In the above figure the log file of ESXi is shown, the top leftmost box is the timestamp the format of the 

timestamp in the log is of the form YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SS.sssZ, well this is the format of the 

timestamp in the log files, there are different format of timestamps for different products, tagging need to be 

done accordingly, the second box in the middle just below and immediate right of the timestamp describing 

box ,describes an element and usually given between the [15] brackets, the third box is to the bottom right is 

records the log message. The tagging needs to be done appropriately while uploading the logs to the data base 

server.  

The below figure shows the log files collected from VSphere replication Server 
 

 
Figure 11 log file collected from a VSphere Replication Server 

 

The figure above shows the log file collected from a VSphere Replication Server 

In the figure, 1.Indicates the timestamp, the format of the timestamp is the same,2.Indicates the type of the 

message recorded in the log line,3.Indicates an element, the first part is hbrsrv followed by a code in square 

brackets,4.Indicates another element ,5.Is the message of the log. 

 

The log files is tagged accordingly and uploaded in the LogInsight server. 
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Given below is the figure of Log file of the VSphere Replication Management server  
 

 
Figure 12 log file of a VSphere Replication Management Server 

The above figure describe the log file of a VSphere Replication Management Server. In the above figure 1. 

Indicates the timestamp, notice the format of the timestamp is different here it is YYYY-MM-DD 

HH:MM:SS:sss, 2. Indicates the type of message recorded in the log line, 3. Indicates an element which stores 

inside it the thread name, 4. Indicates the class called, 5. Here is the CGID Common Group identification. This 

id will be used later for analysis 
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Next we will see the log files of VCloud Director and VCenter server 

 
Figure 13 The above figure is a portion within the log file generated by a VCloud Director 

 
Figure 14 The above figure is a portion of log file generated by a VCenter Server 
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5.2 ALGORITHM  
 

After uploading the log files to the LogInsight server, coding in Domain Specific languages is done, through 

these codes the pattern is searched in the log files which is unique to a particular operation, and the entire 

operation performed in the virtual machine is traced. In the following sections will describe the 

implementation based on the operations, the coding is done in operation specific way so that the tool can be 

kept as much modular as possible. This is required so that it can be changed later if and when required. In the 

Domain Specific Languages the elements within the angular brackets are treated as variables, the Domain here 

is pattern searching in log file. The initial DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES will be the same for all that is 

the home DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES 

 

INPUT:REQUIRES THE HMS-PRIMARY LOGFILE 

OUTPUT:A TABLE IS CREATED WITH FIVE COLUMNS,CLICKING EACH OF THEM WILL LEAD 

1. CREATE FIVE VARIABLES PLANFAILOVER,TESTFAILOVER,CONFIGURE 

REPLICATION,SYNC,REVERSE REPLICATION 

2. STORE A STRING IN EACH OF THEM AND MAKE THEM HYPERLINK 

TO THE RESPECTIVE OPERATIONS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TRACING THE CONFIGURE REPLICATION OPERATION 

INPUT:REQUIRES THE HMS-PRIMARY LOGFILE 
OUTPUT:A TABLE IS CREATED WITH TWOCOLUMN VM AND CONFIGURE REPLICATION 
1. CREATE PATTERN ’hms.job [<<event>>] (<<class_name>>) '+'operationID=<<op_id>> | <<msg>>$' 
2.GET THE LOG LINES IN THE DATABASE WHICH CONTAINS THE GIVEN PATTERN AND STORE 
THEN IN A TABLE 
3.FOR EACH LINE IN THE TABLE, 

3.1CREATE VARIABLES  
line WHICH STORES LOGLINE MESSAGE 
opidWHICH STORES LOGLINE OPID 
op1 WHICH STORES STRING 'Creating replications for group' 

CONFIGURE 

REPLICATION 

PLAN 

FAILOVER 

TEST 

FAILOVER 

TEST 

CLEANUP 

REVERSE 

REPLICATION 
SYNC 
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 3.2IF line CONTAINS op1 
3.2.1CREATE PATTERN 'hms [<<thread_name>>] (<<class_name>>) operationID=' + opid 
+ ' | (<<cutit>>:run(<<CGID>>), elapsed: <<time>>) obtains the lock' 
3.2.2SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE IT IN A NEW 
TABLE 
3.2.3FOR EACH LINE IN THIS NEW TABLE FETCH cgid AND vmname 
3.2.4CREATE A LIST WITH vmname,cgid AND opid 
3.2.5PASS THIS LIST TO SUBSEQUENT DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES WITH THE 
NAME CONFIGURE REPLICATION 

 ENDIF 
END FOR 
 
 

 

 

 

INPUT:REQUIRES THE HMS-PRIMARY LOGFILE 

OUTPUT: A TABLE IS CREATED WITH FOUR 
COLUMNSTARTTIME,ENDTIME,STATUS,TRACESTACK 
1.STORE THE ELEMENTS RECEIVED BY THE LIST PASSED INTO INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES 
vmName ,opid .cgid 
2.CREATE PATTERN '[<<event>>] (<<class_name>>) operationID='+opid+' | Creating  Configure 
replication to cloud  task' 
3.SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES IN A 
TABLE 
NOW TRAVERSE THE TABLE AND STORE THE TIMESTAMP OF THE LOGLINES IN A VARIABLE 
startTime 
4.CREATE PATTERN '[<<event>>] (<<class_name>>) operationID='+opid+' | State update succeeded for 
task <<HTID>>. State = <<msg2>>$' from 'hms-primary' 
5.SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES IN A 
TABLE 
6.TRAVERSE THE TABLE  
 6.1 IF THE LOGLINE MESSAGE CONTAINS SUCCESS 
  THEN STATUS = SUCCESS 
  STORE THE TIMESTAMP IN A VARIABLE endtime 
 6.2 IF THE LOGLINE MESSAGE CONTAINS ERROR 
  THEN STATUS = ERROR 
  STORE THE TIMESTAMP IN A VARIABLE endtime 
  ADD ALERT 
 END IF 
END TRAVERSE 
7.CREATE A LIST Trace_Stack WITH VARIABLES startTime, endTime, opid, cgid, vmName 
8. PASS THIS LIST TO SUBSEQUENT DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES WITH THE NAME 
CONFIGURE REPLICATION PRODUCT 
 

 

 

INPUT:REQUIRES THE HMS-PRIMARY LOGFILE 
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OUTPUT: A TABLE IS CREATED WITH EIGHT COLUMNS IS CREATEDVARIABLES 
PRIMARY_HMS ,SECONDARY_HMS  ,SECONDARY_VCD ,SECONDARY_VC ,PRIMARY_ESX 
,SECONDARY_ESX ,PRIMARY_HBR, SECONDARY_HBR 
1. STORE THE ELEMENTS RECEIVED BY THE LIST PASSED INTO INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES 
startTime , endTime 
,opid, cgid , vmName 
2.CREATE VARIABLES 
primary_hms,secondary_hms,secondary_vcd,secondary_vc,primary_esx,secondary_esx,primary_hbr AND 
STORE opid IN THEM 
3.CREATE LIST secondary_hbr AND STORE opid, startTime, endTime, cgid IN IT 
4.PASS THE VARIABLES AND THE LIST TO SUBSEQUENT DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRIMARY ESX-HYPERVISOR ON SITE 1 
 
INPUT:REQUIRES THE ESX-PRIMARY LOGFILE 
OUTPUT:A TABLE IS CREATED WITH THREE COLUMNS MSG , MSG2 AND TEST2 

1. CREATE PATTERN primary_esx+""+'-*' 
2. .SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES IN A 

TABLE 
3. TRAVERSE THE TABLE 

3.1CREATE A VARIABLE MSG WHICH STORE logLine.vdiag_caseid 
3.2CREATE A VARIABLE MSG2 WHICH STORE NULL 
3.3IF (logLine.vmw_esxi_vmfs_volume != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.vmw_esxi_vmfs_volume 
 ENDIF 
3.4IF (logLine.vmdt_hostd_task_name != NULL) 

SECONDARY 

ESX 

PRIMARY 

HMS 

SECONDARY

VC 

SECONDARY

VCD 
SECONDARY 

HCS 

SECONDARY 

HBR 

SECONDARY

HMS   
PRIMARY ESX 
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THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.vmdt_hostd_task_name 
 ENDIF 
    
3.5IF (logLine.dr2c_hostd_hbrTaskName_1!= NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.dr2c_hostd_hbrTaskName_1 
 ENDIF 
3.6IF (logLine.vmw_esxi_vm_name != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.vmw_esxi_vm_name 
 ENDIF 
3.7IF (logLine.vmdt_hostd_event_name!= NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITHlogLine.vmdt_hostd_event_name 
 ENDIF 
3.8IF (logLine.dr2c_hostd_sync_stask_tatus != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.dr2c_hostd_sync_stask_tatus 
 ENDIF 
3.9IF (logLine.dr2c_hostd_sync_initiator_1 != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.dr2c_hostd_sync_initiator_1 
 ENDIF 
3.10IF (logLine.dr2c_hostd_vmName_1 != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.dr2c_hostd_vmName_1 
 ENDIF 
3.11IF (logLine.dr2c_hostd_vmReplicationID_1 != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.dr2c_hostd_vmReplicationID_1 
 ENDIF 
3.12IF (logLine.dr2c_hostd_delta_instanceID_1 != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.dr2c_hostd_delta_instanceID_1 
 ENDIF 
3.13IF (logLine.vmw_vc_task_method != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.vmw_vc_task_method 
 ENDIF 
3.14IF (logLine.vmw_task_status!= NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.vmw_task_status 
 ENDIF 
3.15IF (logLine.vmw_vc_taskid != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.vmw_vc_taskid 
 ENDIF 
3.16IF (logLine.view_broker_createnewvm != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.view_broker_createnewvm 
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 ENDIF 
3.17IF (logLine.plog_error_status!= NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.plog_error_status 
 ENDIF 
3.18IF (logLine.hbr_msg!= NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.hbr_msg  

ENDIF 
 END TRAVERSE 

 

 

SECONDARY ESX-HYPERVISOR ON SITE 2   

 

INPUT:REQUIRES THE ESX-SECONDARY LOGFILE 
OUTPUT:A TABLE IS CREATED WITH THREE COLUMNS MSG , MSG2 AND TEST2 

1. CREATE A CLOSURE 
1.1secondary_esx ->defretv = secondary_esx +'.+'.toString() 
1.2 retv.getMetaClass().is_regex = true 
1.3 retv.getMetaClass().column = 'text' 
1.4RETURN retv 
 

2. CREATE A VARIBLE test2 STORE THE VALUE RETURED BY THE CLOSURE IN THE 
VARIABLE 

3. SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES IN A 
TABLE 

4. TRAVERSE THE TABLE 
4.1CREATE A VARIABLE MSG WHICH STORE logLine.vdiag_caseid 
4.2CREATE A VARIABLE MSG2 WHICH STORE NULL 
4.3IF (logLine.vsan_vsantrace_traceid != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 logLine.vsan_vsantrace_traceid 
 ENDIF 
4.4IF (logLine.vmw_vc_task_methodvmw_vc_task_method != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH 
logLine.vmw_vc_task_methodvmw_vc_task_method 
 ENDIF 
    
4.5IF (logLine.dr2c_hostd_hbrTaskName_1!= NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.dr2c_hostd_hbrTaskName_1 
 ENDIF 
4.6IF (logLine.vmw_esxi_vm_name != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.vmw_esxi_vm_name 
 ENDIF 
4.7IF (logLine.vmw_task_status!= NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITHlogLine.vmw_task_status 
 ENDIF 
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4.8IF (logLine.vsan_vsantrace_role != NULL) 
THEN 

  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.vsan_vsantrace_role 
 ENDIF 
4.9IF (logLine.dr2c_hostd_sync_initiator_1 != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.dr2c_hostd_sync_initiator_1 
 ENDIF 
4.10IF (logLine.dr2c_hostd_vmName_1 != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.dr2c_hostd_vmName_1 
 ENDIF 
4.11IF (logLine.dr2c_hostd_vmReplicationID_1 != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.dr2c_hostd_vmReplicationID_1 
 ENDIF 
4.12IF (logLine.dr2c_hostd_delta_instanceID_1 != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.dr2c_hostd_delta_instanceID_1 
 ENDIF 
4.13IF (logLine.vmw_vc_task_method != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.vmw_vc_task_method 
 ENDIF 
4.14IF (logLine.vmw_task_status!= NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.vmw_task_status 
 ENDIF 
4.15IF (logLine.vmw_vc_taskid != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.vmw_vc_taskid 
 ENDIF 
4.16IF (logLine.view_broker_createnewvm != NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.view_broker_createnewvm 
 ENDIF 
4.17IF (logLine.plog_error_status!= NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.plog_error_status 
 ENDIF 
4.18IF (logLine.hbr_msg!= NULL) 

THEN 
  CONCATENATE MSG2 WITH  logLine.hbr_msg  

ENDIF 
 END TRAVERSE 
 
 

SECONDARY HBR-VSPHERE REPLICATION SERVER ON SITE 2 

 
INPUT:REQUIRES THE HBR-SECONDARY LOGFILE 
OUTPUT: A TABLE IS CREATED WITH THREE COLUMNS TIME , PTIME AND MSG 
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1. STORE THE ELEMENTS RECEIVED BY THE LIST PASSED INTO INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES 
startTime , endTime ,opid, cgid 

2. PARSE THE startTime,endTime INTO SIMPLEDATEFORMAT 
3. CREATE PATTERN "Configured disks for group "+cgid+":" from LOGINSIGHT('LogInsight') where 

vdiag_product: 'hbr-secondary' 
4. SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES IN A 

TABLE 
5. TRAVESE THE LOG FILE GET THE TIMESTAMP OF THE LOG LINE WHICH IS GREATER 

THAN THE startTime 
STORE IT IN A VARIABLE 
END TRAVESRSE 

6. CREATE A CLOSURE 
6.1defretv = cgid +'.+'.toString()  
6.2 retv.getMetaClass().is_regex = true 
6.3 retv.getMetaClass().column = 'text' 
6.4RETURN retv 

7. CREATE A VARIBLE cgidt2 STORE THE VALUE RETURED BY THE CLOSURE IN THE 
VARIABLE 

8. CREATE PATTERN "ResumeRpoViolationReporting for group" from LOGINSIGHT('LogInsight') 
where vdiag_product: 'hbr-secondary' 

9. SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES IN A 
TABLE FILTER BY cgid 

10. TRAVERSE THE TABLE FILE GET THE TIMESTAMP OF THE LOG LINE WHICH IS LESSER 
THAN THE endTime 

11. CREATE PATTERN "[Originator@6876" from LOGINSIGHT('LogInsight') where vdiag_product: 'hbr-
secondary',timestamp:[ge:greaterTime,le:lesserTime] 

12. SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES IN A 
TABLE 

13. TRAVERSE THE LOG FILE 
13.1. CREATE THREE VARIABLES time WHICH STORE THE TIMESTAMP OF THE 

LOGLINE ,ptime WHICH STORES THE BROKER TIMESTAMP AND msg WHICH STORE 
THE LOGLINE MESSAGE. 

END TRAVERSE 
 
 
SECONDARY HCS 

 
INPUT:REQUIRES THE ESX-SECONDARY LOGFILE 
OUTPUT: A TABLE IS CREATED WITH THREE COLUMNS TIMESTAMP , ID  AND  MSG 

1. CREATE A CLOSURE 
1.1secondary_esx ->defretv = secondary_esx +'.+'.toString() 
1.2 retv.getMetaClass().is_regex = true 
1.3 retv.getMetaClass().column = 'text' 
1.4RETURN retv 

2. CREATE PATTERN "operationID" from 'hcs-secondary' filter by:[HMS_OPID(secondary_hcs)] 
3. SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES IN A 
TABLE 
4. TRAVERSE THE LOG FILE 
 4.1. CREATE A VARIABLEid AND STORE OPEERATION ID OF THE LOGLINE IN IT 
 4.2 GET LOGLINE MESSAGE AND STORE IT IN A VARIABLE CALLED msg 
 4.3 GET TIMESTAMP OF THE LOGLINE 
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 4.4 CREATE A REGULAR EXPRESSION WITH THE WORD ERROR AND SEARCH IT IN msg 
 4.1 IF msg CONTAINS THE REGEX 
  ADD ALERT 
       ELSE  
  DO NOTHING 
      END IF 
5.END TRAVERSE 
 

 
SECONDARY HMS-VSPHERE REPLICATION MANAGEMENT SERVER ON SITE 2  

 
INPUT:REQUIRES THE HMS-SECONDARY LOGFILE 
OUTPUT: A TABLE IS CREATED WITH THREE COLUMNS TIMESTAMP ,OPID  AND  MSG 

1. CREATE PATTERN '<<var1>> [<<event>>] (<<class_name>>) operationID=<<op_id>> | 
<<msg>>$' of secondary_hms from 'hms-secondary' 

2. SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES IN A 
TABLE 

3. TRAVERSE THE LOG FILE 
STORE THE TIMESTAMP OF THE LOGLINE 

 
 
PRIMARYHMS-VSPHERE REPLICATION MANAGEMENT SERVER ON SITE 1 

 
INPUT:REQUIRES THE HMS-PRIMARY LOGFILE 
OUTPUT: A TABLE IS CREATED WITH THREE COLUMNS TIMESTAMP ,OPID  AND  MSG 

1. CREATE PATTERN '[<<event>>] (<<class_name>>) operationID=<<op_id>> | <<msg>>$' of 
primary_hms from 'hms-primary' 

2. SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES IN A 
TABLE 

3. TRAVERSE THE LOG FILE 
3.1. STORE THE TIMESTAMP OF THE LOGLINE 
3.2. CREATE A REGULAR EXPRESSION WITH THE WORD ERROR AND SEARCH IT 

IN msg 
3.3.  IF msg CONTAINS THE REGEX 

   ADD ALERT 
ELSE  

    DO NOTHING 
   END IF 
 END TRAVERSE 

 
 
 
 

SECONDARYVC-VCENTER SERVER ON SITE 2 

 
INPUT:REQUIRES THE VC SECONDARY LOGFILE 
OUTPUT: A TABLE IS CREATED WITH THREE COLUMNS TIMESTAMP ,OPID  AND  MSG 

1. CREATE A CLOSURE 
1.1 secondary_vc ->defstr = 'vcd-'+secondary_vc 
1.2 defretv = secondary_vc +'.+'.toString() 
1.3. retv.getMetaClass().is_regex = true 
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1.4. retv.getMetaClass().column = 'text' 
1.5. RETURN retv 

2. CREATE A VARIBLE test2 STORE THE VALUE RETURED BY THE CLOSURE IN THE 
VARIABLE 

3. CREATE PATTERN "opID" from 'vc-secondary' filter by:[VC_OPID(secondary_vc)] 
4. SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES IN A 

TABLE 
5. TRAVERSE THE LOG FILE 

5.1. STORE THE TIMESTAMP OF THE LOGLINE 
5.2. CREATE A REGULAR EXPRESSION WITH THE WORD ERROR AND SEARCH IT IN 

msg 
5.3. IF msg CONTAINS THE REGEX 

   ADD ALERT 
ELSE  

    DO NOTHING 
   END IF 

 END TRAVERSE 
 
 
SECONDARY VCD -VCLOUD DIRECTOR ON SITE 2 

 

INPUT:REQUIRES THE VC SECONDARY LOGFILE 
OUTPUT: A TABLE IS CREATED WITH THREE COLUMNS TIMESTAMP ,OPID  AND  MSG 

1. CREATE A CLOSURE 
secondary_vcd ->defretv = secondary_vcd +'.+'.toString() 
1.3. retv.getMetaClass().is_regex = true 
1.4. retv.getMetaClass().column = 'text' 
1.5. RETURN retv 

2. CREATE A VARIBLE HMS_OPID STORE THE VALUE RETURED BY THE CLOSURE IN THE 
VARIABLE 

3. CREATE PATTERN "requestId" from 'vcd-secondary' filter by:[HMS_OPID(secondary_vcd)] 
4. SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES IN A 

TABLE 
5. TRAVERSE THE LOG FILE 

5.1. STORE THE TIMESTAMP OF THE LOGLINE 
5.2. CREATE A REGULAR EXPRESSION WITH THE WORD ERROR AND SEARCH IT IN 

msg 
5.3. IF msg CONTAINS THE REGEX 

   ADD ALERT 
ELSE  

    DO NOTHING 
   END IF 

 END TRAVERSE 
 

 

TRACING THE PLANNED FAILOVER OPERATION 

INPUT: REQUIRES THE HMS-PRIMARY LOGFILE 
OUTPUT:A TABLE IS CREATED WITH TWOCOLUMN VM AND PLANNED FAILOVER 
1.CREATE A CLOSURE 
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1.1. opid ->defretv = opid +'.+'.toString() 
1.2. retv.getMetaClass().is_regex = true 
1.3. retv.getMetaClass().column = 'text' 
1.4. RETURN retv 

2. CREATE A VARIBLE HMS_OPID STORE THE VALUE RETURED BY THE CLOSURE IN THE 
VARIABLE 
3. CREATE PATTERN "opID" from 'vc-secondary' filter by:[VC_OPID(secondary_vc)] 
4. SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES IN A 
TABLE 
5. TRAVERSE THE LOG FILE 

5.1. CREATE VARIABLES  
cgid WHICH STORES LOGLINE CGID 
opidWHICH STORES LOGLINE OPID 

5.2. CREATE PATTERN 'ReplicationConfig file' 
5.3.  SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES 

IN A TABLE 
5.4. TRAVERSE THE LOG FILE 

5.4.1. EXTRACT THE VM NAME AND STORE IT IN A VARIABLE vmname 
5.4.2. CREATE A LIST 
5.4.3. IF THE LIST CONTAINS THE VM  

THEN DO NOTHING 
    ELSE 
     ADD VM IN THE LIST 
    ENDIF 
 END TRAVERSE 

5.5. EXTRACT THE VM NAME IN ORDER FROM THE LIST 
END TRAVERSE 
 

TRACING THE TEST FAILOVER OPERATION 

INPUT: REQUIRES THE HMS-PRIMARY LOGFILE 
OUTPUT:A TABLE IS CREATED WITH TWOCOLUMN VM AND TEST FAILOVER 
1.CREATE A CLOSURE 

1.1. opid ->defretv = opid +'.+'.toString() 
1.2. retv.getMetaClass().is_regex = true 
1.3. retv.getMetaClass().column = 'text' 
1.4. RETURN retv 

2. CREATE A VARIBLE HMS_OPID STORE THE VALUE RETURED BY THE CLOSURE IN THE 
VARIABLE 
3. CREATE PATTERN "opID" from 'vc-secondary' filter by:[VC_OPID(secondary_vc)] 
4. SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES IN A 
TABLE 
5. TRAVERSE THE LOG FILE 

5.1. CREATE VARIABLES  
cgid WHICH STORES LOGLINE CGID 
opidWHICH STORES LOGLINE OPID 

5.3. CREATE PATTERN 'ReplicationConfig file' 
5.6.  SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES 

IN A TABLE 
5.7. TRAVERSE THE LOG FILE 
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5.7.1. EXTRACT THE VM NAME AND STORE IT IN A VARIABLE vmname 
5.7.2. CREATE A LIST 
5.7.3. IF THE LIST CONTAINS THE VM  

THEN DO NOTHING 
    ELSE 
     ADD VM IN THE LIST 
    ENDIF 
 END TRAVERSE 

5.8. EXTRACT THE VM NAME IN ORDER FROM THE LIST 
END TRAVERSE 
 

TRACING THE REVERSE REPLICATION OPERATION 

INPUT: REQUIRES THE HMS-PRIMARY LOGFILE 
OUTPUT:A TABLE IS CREATED WITH TWOCOLUMN VM AND PLANNED FAILOVER 
1.CREATE A CLOSURE 

1.1. opid ->defretv = opid +'.+'.toString() 
1.2. retv.getMetaClass().is_regex = true 
1.3. retv.getMetaClass().column = 'text' 
1.4. RETURN retv 

2. CREATE A VARIBLE HMS_OPID STORE THE VALUE RETURED BY THE CLOSURE IN THE 
VARIABLE 
3. CREATE PATTERN "opID" from 'vc-secondary' filter by:[VC_OPID(secondary_vc)] 
4. SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES IN A 
TABLE 
5. TRAVERSE THE LOG FILE 

5.1. CREATE VARIABLES  
cgid WHICH STORES LOGLINE CGID 
opidWHICH STORES LOGLINE OPID 

5.4. CREATE PATTERN 'ReplicationConfig file' 
5.9.  SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES 

IN A TABLE 
5.10. TRAVERSE THE LOG FILE 

5.10.1. EXTRACT THE VM NAME AND STORE IT IN A VARIABLE vmname 
5.10.2. CREATE A LIST 
5.10.3. IF THE LIST CONTAINS THE VM  

THEN DO NOTHING 
    ELSE 
     ADD VM IN THE LIST 
    ENDIF 
 END TRAVERSE 

5.11. EXTRACT THE VM NAME IN ORDER FROM THE LIST 
END TRAVERSE 
 

TRACING THE TEST FAILOVER OPERATION 

INPUT: REQUIRES THE HMS-PRIMARY LOGFILE 
OUTPUT:A TABLE IS CREATED WITH TWOCOLUMN VM AND TEST CLEANUP 
1.CREATE A CLOSURE 

1.1. opid ->defretv = opid +'.+'.toString() 
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1.2. retv.getMetaClass().is_regex = true 
1.3. retv.getMetaClass().column = 'text' 
1.4. RETURN retv 

2. CREATE A VARIBLE HMS_OPID STORE THE VALUE RETURED BY THE CLOSURE IN THE 
VARIABLE 
3. CREATE PATTERN "opID" from 'vc-secondary' filter by:[VC_OPID(secondary_vc)] 
4. SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES IN A 
TABLE 
5. TRAVERSE THE LOG FILE 

5.1. CREATE VARIABLES  
cgid WHICH STORES LOGLINE CGID 
opidWHICH STORES LOGLINE OPID 

5.5. CREATE PATTERN 'ReplicationConfig file' 
5.12.  SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING 

LOGLINES IN A TABLE 
5.13. TRAVERSE THE LOG FILE 

5.13.1. EXTRACT THE VM NAME AND STORE IT IN A VARIABLE vmname 
5.13.2. CREATE A LIST 
5.13.3. IF THE LIST CONTAINS THE VM  

THEN DO NOTHING 
    ELSE 
     ADD VM IN THE LIST 
    ENDIF 
 END TRAVERSE 

5.14. EXTRACT THE VM NAME IN ORDER FROM THE LIST 
END TRAVERSE 
 

TRACING THE SYNC OPERATION 

INPUT: REQUIRES THE HMS-PRIMARY LOGFILE 
OUTPUT:A TABLE IS CREATED WITH TWOCOLUMN VM AND SYNC 
1.CREATE A CLOSURE 

1.1. opid ->defretv = opid +'.+'.toString() 
1.2. retv.getMetaClass().is_regex = true 
1.3. retv.getMetaClass().column = 'text' 
1.4. RETURN retv 

2. CREATE A VARIBLE HMS_OPID STORE THE VALUE RETURED BY THE CLOSURE IN THE 
VARIABLE 
3. CREATE PATTERN "opID" from 'vc-secondary' filter by:[VC_OPID(secondary_vc)] 
4. SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING LOGLINES IN A 
TABLE 
5. TRAVERSE THE LOG FILE 

5.1. CREATE VARIABLES  
cgid WHICH STORES LOGLINE CGID 
opidWHICH STORES LOGLINE OPID 

5.6. CREATE PATTERN 'ReplicationConfig file' 
5.15.  SEARCH THE DATABASE WITH THE PATTERN AND STORE MATCHING 

LOGLINES IN A TABLE 
5.16. TRAVERSE THE LOG FILE 

5.16.1. EXTRACT THE VM NAME AND STORE IT IN A VARIABLE vmname 
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5.16.2. CREATE A LIST 
5.16.3. IF THE LIST CONTAINS THE VM  

THEN DO NOTHING 
    ELSE 
     ADD VM IN THE LIST 
    ENDIF 
 END TRAVERSE 

5.17. EXTRACT THE VM NAME IN ORDER FROM THE LIST 
END TRAVERSE 
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5.3 RESULTS 

5.3.1 CONFIGURE REPLICATION OPERATION 

 

 
Figure 15 The home page from where a particular operation can be traced 

Since the tool is developed as a web application, the results produced by it will be displayed as a web page. 

This is the very first page which is shown when the tool is given run. It has listed six operations namely 

Configure Replication, Planned Failover, Test Failover, Test Cleanup, Reverse Replication and Sync. On 

clicking the above function, tool starts tracing the operation in the database which contains the log files. 
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Figure 16 The Configure Replication page showing the names of the vm that performed that operation 

 

 
Figure 17 Showing the start time and end time of Configure Replication operation in a particular vm 
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Figure 18 The products that were involved in Configure Replication operation 

 

In, Figure 16, The is the vm names along with the information that are unique to that vm, this information are a 

combination of operation ID, start time of that operation for that vm, end time of the operation for that vm etc. 

These information will help in further analysis of the logs in the database and extracting information specific to 

the vm. 

 

On clicking a particular vm in the above web page what we get is another web page with the start time end 

time, status and some information which are printed in the column of trace stack. Figure 17 shows how it looks 

like. 

 

From there, clicking the trace stack column leads to another web page, which has the list of products, that are 

involved in the process of disaster recovery. Figure 18 clearly shows the result. These products on the web 

page, when clicked shows their corresponding log analysis result 
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Figure 19 The output produced by the tool while tracing Configure Replication in ESXi Primary 

 

 
Figure 20 The output produced by the tool while tracing Configure Replication in ESXi Secondary 
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Figure 21 The output produced by the tool while tracing Configure Replication in HBR Secondary 

 

 

 

 
Figure 22 The output produced by the tool while tracing Configure Replication in HMS Primary 
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Figure 23 The output produced by the tool while tracing Configure Replication in HMS Secondary 

 

 

 

 

 

In, Figure 19 the result shows what record the ESXi Primary, which is the hypervisor on the first site or he 

protected site leaves when Configure Replication operation is done. The tool displays the operation ID in one 

column and the messages that are recorded in the log files. Figure 20 similarly shows the same thing but here 

the product is ESXi Secondary that is the hypervisor on the recovery site. Even it also shows for Configure 

Replication operation. Figure 21 the result shows what record the HBR or better to say vSphere Replication 

Server on the Recovery site leaves when Configure Replication operation is done. It has three columns and it 

also shows time, operation ID and log message. The next two images that is, Figure 22 and Figure 23 shows 

the record the HMS, which is the vSphere Replication Management Server on the protected site and the 

recovery site leaves when Configure Replication operation is done. Figure 24 shows the record left by vCenter 

on the recovery site and Figure 25 shows the log records of Configure Replication on vCloud Direcctor. 
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Figure 24 The output produced by the tool while tracing Configure Replication in VC Secondary 

 

 
Figure 25 The output produced by the tool while tracing Configure Replication in VCD Secondary 
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5.3.2 PLANNED FAILOVER OPERATION 

 

 
Figure 26 The Planned Failover page showing the names of the vm that performed that operation 

 

 
Figure 27 Showing the start time and end time of Planned Failover operation in a particular vm 
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Figure 28 The products that were involved in Planned Failover operation 

 

 

 

 

 

In, Figure 26, The is the vm names along with the information that are unique to that vm, this information are a 

combination of operation ID, start time of that operation for that vm, end time of the operation for that vm etc. 

for Planned Failover operation is given. These information will help in further analysis of the logs in the 

database and extracting information specific to the vm. 

 

On clicking a particular vm in the above web page what we get is another web page with the start time end 

time, status and some information which are printed in the column of trace stack. Figure 27 shows how it looks 

like. 

 

From there, clicking the trace stack column leads to another web page, which has the list of products, that are 

involved in the process of disaster recovery. Figure 28 clearly shows the result.  
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Figure 29 The output produced by the tool while tracing Planned Failover in ESXi Primary 

 

 

 

 
Figure 30 The output produced by the tool while tracing Planned Failover in ESXi Secondary 
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Figure 31 The output produced by the tool while tracing Planned Failover in HBR Secondary 

 

In, Figure 29 the result shows what record the ESXi Primary, which is the hypervisor on the first site or he 

protected site leaves when Planned Failover operation is done. Figure 30 the result shows what record the 

ESXi Secondary, which is the hypervisor on the recovery site leaves when Planned Failover operation is done. 

In, Figure 31 the result shows what record the HBR Secondary, leaves when Planned Failover operation is 

done. The tool gives the above output when the corresponding product is selected in the web page which 

displays the list of the product. Such as when the ESXi Primary is selected among the list of the products, the 

tool displays the ESXi Primary message that were present in the log files.   
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Figure 32 The output produced by the tool while tracing Planned Failover in HCS Secondary 

 

 

 
Figure 33 The output produced by the tool while tracing Planned Failover in HMS Primary 
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Figure 34 The output produced by the tool while tracing Planned Failover in HMS Secondary 

 

 

 

 
Figure 35 The output produced by the tool while tracing Planned Failover in VC Secondary 
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Figure 36 The output produced by the tool while tracing Planned Failover in VCD Secondary 

 

Figure 32 shows what record the HCS  leaves, when Planned Failover operation is done. Figure 35 shows the 

record left by vCenter on the recovery site and Figure 36 shows the log records of Planned Failover on vCloud 

Director. In planned Recovery also HMS Primary and HMS Secondary leaves traces in the log files. The tool 

extracts those information from the log files in the database and properly shows them in a tabular format in a 

web page. Operation ID is displayed along with the log messages because operation ID are unique not only to 

a product but they are unique to the operation as well.  
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5.3.3 TEST FAILOVER OPERATION 

 

 
Figure 37 The output produced by the tool while tracing Test Failover in ESXi Primary 

 

 
Figure 38 The output produced by the tool while tracing Test Failover in ESXi Secondary 
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Figure 39 The output produced by the tool while tracing Test Failover in HBR Secondary 

 

 
Figure 40 The output produced by the tool while tracing Test Failover in HCS Secondary 
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Figure 41 The output produced by the tool while tracing Test Failover in HMS Primary 

 

 

 
Figure 42 The output produced by the tool while tracing Test Failover in HMS Secondary 
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Figure 43 The output produced by the tool while tracing Test Failover in VC Secondary 

 

 

 
Figure 44 The output produced by the tool while tracing Test Failover in VCD Secondary 
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In Figure 37 the tool shows the traces left by hypervisor residing on the primary site when Test Failover 

operation is performed. It shows the log message, timestamp and the operation ID in a tabular format. In 

Figure 38 the tool shows the traces left by hypervisor  residing on the secondary site when Test Failover 

operation is performed. It shows the log message, timestamp and the operation ID in a tabular format. 

In Figure 39 the tool shows the traces left by vSphere Replication Server  residing on the secondary site when 

Test Failover operation is performed. It shows the log message, timestamp and the operation ID in a tabular 

format.Figure 40 the result shows what record the HCS, leaves when Planned Failover operation is done. 

Figure 43 shows the record left by vCenter on the recovery site.Figure 41 shows the log records of Test 

Failover on HMS Primary. Figure 42 shows the log records of Test Failover on HMS Secondary. In Figure 44 

the tool shows the traces left by the vCloud Director residing on the secondary site when Test Failover 

operation is performed. It shows the log message, timestamp and the operation ID in a tabular format. 

 

 

5.3.4 TEST CLEANUP OPERATION 

 
Figure 45 The output produced by the tool while tracing Test Cleanup in ESXi Secondary 
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Figure 46 The output produced by the tool while tracing Test Cleanup in HBR Secondary 

 

 

 
Figure 47 The output produced by the tool while tracing Test Cleanup in HMS Secondary 
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Figure 48 The output produced by the tool while tracing Test Cleanup in HMS Primary 

 

 

 
Test Cleanup Results are shown above. The products which undergo a cleanup operation to remove the Virtual 

machines from the recovery site, leaves the messages in the log files, the tool extract those messages and 

displays them in a tabular format.  

The result for four products that is ESXi Secondary, HBR Secondary, HMS Primary and HMS Secondary are 

shown above. In Figure 45 the tools displays the result of the Test Cleanup operation, it searches the logs in the 

databases and finds out the traces left by the hypervisor on the secondary site. In figure 46, the tools displays 

the result of the Test Cleanup operation, it searches the logs in the databases and finds out the traces left by the 

vSphere Replication Server on the secondary site. It clearly displays the operation ID and the log messages. In 

Figure 47 and Figure 48 tool traces and shows the results of Test Cleanup operation done by vSphere 

Replication Management Server on both protected site and recovery site. In the next two parts results produced 

when the tool is used to trace Reverse Replication and the result produced when the tool is used to trace Sync 

operation is displayed properly.  
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5.3.5 REVERSE REPLICATION OPERATION 

 

 
Figure 49 The output produced by the tool while tracing Reverse Replication in ESXi Primary 

 

 

 
Figure 50 The output produced by the tool while tracing Reverse Replication in HMS Primary 
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Figure 51 The output produced by the tool while tracing Reverse Replication in VC Secondary 

 

 

 
Figure 52 The output produced by the tool while tracing Reverse Replication in VCD Secondary 
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The Reverse Replication operation is done to replicate the virtual machines from recovery site that is the 

secondary site to the primary site which is the protected site. In Figure 49 the tool shows the traces left by the 

hypervisor on the primary site when Reverse Replication operation is performed. It shows the log message, 

timestamp and the operation ID in a tabular format. In Figure 50 the tool shows the traces left by the vSphere 

Replication Management Server on the primary site when Reverse Replication operation is performed. In 

Figure 51 the tool shows the traces left by the vCenter on the secondary site when Reverse Replication 

operation is performed. It shows the log message, timestamp and the operation ID in a tabular format and In 

Figure 49 the tool shows the traces left by the vCloud Director on the  secondary  site when Reverse 

Replication operation is performed and again it shows the log message, timestamp and the operation ID in a 

tabular format.         

 

 

 

5.3.6 SYNC OPERATION 

 

 
Figure 53 The output produced by the tool while tracing Sync in ESXi Secondary 
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Figure 54 The output produced by the tool while tracing Sync in HMS Primary 

 

 

 
Figure 55 The output produced by the tool while tracing Sync in HMS Secondary 
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In Figure 53, the tools displays the result of the sync operation, it searches the logs in the databases and finds 

out the traces left by the hypervisor on the secondary site, the hypervisor on the secondary site when undergoes 

the sync operation leaves the messages in various log files, the tool categorically find out all those traces, 

combines it into one and displays them in a table. The table shown in the output has the messages and the 

operation ID associated with the product unique to that particular operation. 

Figure 54, similarly displays the traces left by the vSphere Replication Management Server in the primary site 

when sync operation is performed. It shows the timestamp of the message, that is the exact time when the 

vSphere Replication Management Server is leaving the trace in the log files. It also displays the operation ID 

and the log message. 

In Figure 55, the tool displays the traces left by the vSphere Replication Management Server in the primary 

site when sync operation is performed. Here again it shows the timestamp of the message, operation ID and the 

log message. It displays all of it in a tabular format. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS 
 

In this paper, Cloud Computing basics have been defined. Firstly, the service classifications are discussed in 

details, which forms the basis of cloud computing. Then after that the deployments models are discussed. After 

this the cloud operations such as cloning, migration and other operations which are fairly part of cloud 

computing paradigm are talked about. In the next part some light is thrown on the disasters in cloud. In the 

final part of the chapter the organization of the thesis is mentioned. 

The next chapter talks about some related works that are done previously. Since the work is mostly 

concentrated on log analysis and requires the knowledge of Domain Specific Languages, therefore majorly 

these two areas have been studied. The related works is classified into two sections 1.log analysis 2.Domain 

Specific Languages. 

In the third chapter, the disaster in cloud is mainly focused on, firstly the concept of cloud replication is 

discussed, and how it is helping in actual world, why disaster recovery is needed. Since the base of the stack is 

built on VMware applications, so the applications such as Site Recovery Manager and vSphere Replication are 

discussed in details. The final part of the chapter talks about the life cycle of the cloud disaster recovery, how it 

happens and how the products are integrated together to help the disaster recovery happen. When all the 

products combine then the disaster recovery successfully occurs, also how different operations play their part 

is also talked about. The entire process is discussed here. 

In, the fourth chapter the log analysis is discussed first after which various challenges faced in log collection is 

talked about, also the logging architecture is briefly discussed. In the next part of the chapter three applications 

are talked about which are part of the log analysis, firstly groovy language, secondly Domain Specific 

Language and thirdly a query language which is used in the database. 

In the fifth chapter, the first part talk about the experimental setup, how the stack is built and how products are 

used to collect the logs files, the second part talks about the algorithms used to efficiently search the log file 

and trace the life cycle of an operation. The algorithms are implemented in Domain Specific Language. Also 

the flow of the tool is shown in a diagram. Finally in the last part the results are shown, the screenshots of how 

the tool works to trace the operation in the logs is shown. 
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6.2 FUTURE WORK 
 

A number of issues and topics around cloud based logging haven’t been able to discuss in this paper. However, 

in future these particular fields will be looked into: security visualization, timeline analysis. Also the log files 

which are studied and analyzed here are static logs, which are fetched beforehand. First log is generated then it 

is collected and after that the analysis is done. But the real log analysis should be dynamic. That is the analysis 

should be done simultaneously with log generation. This particular problem needs to be solved. 

 

In today’s world, every single action involves computers, in every one second thousand terabytes of data are 

generated, starting from security to business operations, everything involves generation of data. Also due to the 

advent of Internet of Things data generation has risen exponentially, so pretty much this data is stored in a 

cloud. So cloud computing is slowly becoming synonymous with the modern world. If more dependence on 

cloud takes place, then it will become necessary for the people to maintain the infrastructure, as a result the log 

files need to be analyzed for issues. However with the increase in size more and more time is required for 

analysis of the ever increasing logs. So better algorithms need to be generated which can significantly reduce 

the time complexity and space complexity. Also the patterns used here can be used in big data to do some 

crucial mapping and reduce.  
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